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Since 1956, much study has been devoted in 
Finland to leafhoppers and aphids that transmit 
viruses to spring cereals. The chief concern of 
the work is to show which species are vectors. 
When this is determined, the ecology of the 
vectors and the effects of the viruses on the 
plants are studied. The purpose of the studies 
is to find serviceable methods of control. 
A change in crop rotation and cultivation of 
resistant cereals have been chosen as means to 
control viruses transmitted by leafhoppers. 
However, hardly any information has been 
available on leafhopper fauna in cereals, nor, 
when control methods are being planned, has 
there been sufficient information on the factors 
affecting the abundance of these species. Con-
sequently, the leafhopper fauna in spring cereals 
was studied in 1959-1964. The present investi-
gation constitutes the first part of this work. 
Later, it is intended to publish material on 
leafhopper migrations to oatfields, comparisons 
of leafhopper fauna in various cereals, and 
material on regional characteristics of leafhopper 
fauna in oatfields. 
Material and methods 
Samples of leafhopper fauna in oatfields were 
netted at Kuppaarla in the parish of Laihia, some  
63°N and 21°40'E. The cereal fields were located 
in the middle of a cultivated area extending 
several square kilometres. Timothy was the 
principal crop in the area, but more than one 
third of the acreage was under spring cereals: 
oats, barley and wheat. There was also some 
winter rape, some rye, potatoes and other 
cultivated plants. 
The oats were sown in May, and the first 
samples could be taken in June when they stood 
about 10 cm high. The stands grew to a height 
of 70-90 cm. In 1959 the oats were cut as early 
as August 2, and the last four samples were 
taken from the stubble, which was about 10 cm 
high and contained a large amount of Spergula 
arvensis and a coverage of more than one percent 
of Agropyron repens. In 1960 the oats were 
somewhat lodged after August 8 and were cut 
at the end of the month, before the last sample 
was taken. In 1961 and 1962 the oats were not 
cut during the sampling season. 
A sweep net described by HEIKINHEIMO and 
RAATIKAINEN (1962) was used to take the 
samples, and the samples (200 sweeps) were 
always taken by the same person. 
During each growing season the samples were 
taken at intervals of ca. one week from an 
oatfield of ca. 0.5 hectares which was not treated 
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Table 1. Abundance, dominance and frequency (%) of leafhoppers in samples taken at Laihia 1959-1962, and ab-
breviations for names of species in Fig. 1. 
Species 	 No. % Frequency 
,4gallia venosa (Fn.) 	  A. 	v. 2 0.0 4 
,4phrodes albifrons (L.)  A. 	a. 1 0.0 2 
Arthaldeus pascuellus (Fn.) 	  p. 154 1.7 49 
Balclutha punctata (Thb.)  p. 13 0.1 22 
Boreotettix serricauda (Kontk.) 	  B. 	s. 2 0.0 4 
Criomorphus borealis (J. Sb.)  C. 	b. 1 0.0 2 
Deltocephalus pulicaris (Fn.) 	  D. pul. 3 0.0 6 
Diplocolenus abdominalis (F.)  D. 	a. 400 4.4 31 
Doliotettix pallens (Zett.) 	  D. 	pall. 361 4.0 59 
Ebrmana sulphurella (Zett.)  E. 	s. 74 0.8 39 
Evacanthus interruptus (L.) 	  E. 	i. 2 0.0 4 
javesella obscurella (Bh.) 	  J. 	o. 16 0.2 18 
J. pellucida (F.) 	  J. 	p. 6 126 67.1 80 
Limotettix corniculus (Marsh.) 	 ' 	  L. 	c. 1 0.0 2 
L,. striola (Fn.) 	  s. 1 0.0 2 
Macrosteles cristatus (Rib.) 	  c. 1 051 11.5 78 
M. laevis (Rib.) 	  M. 1. 59 0.7 22 
Macustus grisescens (Zett.) 	  M. g. 1 0.0 2 
Megadelphax sordidula (St.)  M. s. 299 3.3 41 
Metalimnus formosus (Bh.) 	  M. f. 2 0.0 4 
Neophilaenus lineatus (L.)  N. 	1. 3 0.0 6 
Oncopsis flavicoilis (L.) 	  0. 	f. 1 0.0 2 
Paluda flaveola (Bh.)  P. 	f. 3 0.0 6 
P. prgissleri (H.-S.) 	  P. 	p. 1 0.0 2 
Palus costalis (Fn.)  P. 	cost. 6 0.1 8 
Philaenus spumarius (L.) 	  P. 	s. 103 1.1 39 
Psammotettix alienus (Db.)  P. 	a. 380 4.2 47 
P. confinis (Db.) 	  P. 	conf. 42 0.5 31 
Ribautodelphax albostriata (Fb.) 	  a. 1 0.0 2 
Sonronius binotatus (J. Sb.) 	  bin. 1 0.0 2 
Stiroma bicarinata (H.-S.)  S. 	bic. 25 0.3 22 
Xanthodelphax flaveola (F1.) 	  X. 	f. 1 0.0 2 
Nymphs of Cicadelloidea  154 
Nymphs of Fulgoroidea 	  155 
with insecticides. The sampling seasons and the 
number of samples taken were (see Fig. 3) as 
follows: 
	
12 June- 2 September 	1959 	11 samples 
7 June-29 August 	1960 	12 
6 June- 5 September 	1961 	13 
19 June-12 September 	1962 	13 
In 1959 the growing season was warm and dry, 
in 1960 vety warm and moderately wet, in 1961 
of average warmth and wetness, and in 1962 
vety cool and wet. 
Material on the occurrence of leafhopper in 
oatfields was gathered from more than 1 000 
fields in various parts of Finland; observations 
were also made and samples gathered on occur-
rence in Sweden, Norway, Italy and Turkey. 
The life history and ecology of the most common 
species were investigated in the field and the  
laboratory at Laihia and also at Tikkurila, some 
15 kilometres n.orth of Helsinki. The trans-
missibility of mycoplasma-like organisms and 
viruses borne by various species were also tested 
in the laboratory. 
Seasonal aspects were differentiated by means 
of the SORENSBN (1948) quotient of similarity. 
Results 
The 49 samples taken at Laihia contained 32 
species, totalling 9 136 adults. There were also 
309 nymphs (Table 1 and Fig. 1). The number 
of specimens per sample was highest at the turn 
of June-July, when there were more than 650, 
and lowest in the samples taken at the end of 
summer, when there were less than 40 (Fig. 2). 
The number of species, too, was highest at the 
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Fig. 1. Numbers of adults of various leafhopper species in samples of 200 
sweeps. Abbreviations of names in Table 1. 
ca. 10 species each, and lowest in the first samples, 
which contained only 3 species (Fig. 2). 
Community and seasonal aspects 
The species occurring most frequently in the 
oatfields were Javesella pellucida, Macrosteles 
cristatus, Doliotettix pallens, Arthaldeus pascuellus, 
Psammotettix alienus and Megadelphax sordidula,  
and the most abundant were Javesella pellucida, 
Macrosteles cristatus, Diplocolenus abdominalis, 
Psammotettix alienus, Doliotettix pallens and 
Megadelphax sordidula (Table 1). This type of 
community, appearing in fields of spring cereals, 
is referred to here as the Javesella pellucida-
Macrosteles cristatus community, abbreviated as 
the JMC. The JMC occurs most typically in the 





















Fig. 2. Numbers of specimens and species of leafhoppers 
obtained in different years by means of 200 sweeps in 
oatfields. 
fairly typical ali over central Finland. In the 
northwestern parts of the cereal region proper, 
D. pallens is abundant, and in southern Finland 
P. alienus, M. sordidula and M. cristatus, etc. may 
be very numerous. 
The JMC occurs in oatfields for 3-3.5 months 
and varies greatly during the various parts of 
the growing season. By means of the quotient 
of similarity, the JMC occurring in the years 
1959-1961 was divided into three seasonal 
aspects (Fig. 3). The first of the aspects appeared 
clearly in the very cool summer of 1962 also, the 
second aspect appearing, but in smaller numbers 
of species and specimens and blending with the 
third aspect. Broken down, the names of the 
seasonal aspects, and the species characterising 
them, are: 
1. Javesella pellucida aspect (JA). Most frequent 
species are Javesella pellucida (frequency 100 %; 
88 % of the total number of specimens), Dolio-
tettix pallens (83; 4), Megadelphax sordidula (72; 3), 
Stiroma bicarinata (44; 0.3), Javesella obscurella 
(33; 0.2) and Balclutha punctata (22; 0.1). In 1961 
and 1962 the first samples contained few species  
and specimens, for the migration of leafhoppers 
to the oatfield was just beginning. But even at 
this stage the fauna is regarded as being JA. The 
characteristic species above are those that hiber-
nate as nymphs, except for B. punctata, which 
winters in the adult stage. At the end phase of 
the JA there also occur rapidly developing 
species that hibernate in egg stage, such as 
Macrosteles cristatus, which, at least in warm years, 
produces two generations. The JA contains few 
species, but abundance is fairly high. 
JA occurs over a large expanse of the Finnish 
area of cereal cultivation. Abundance of D. 
pallens and S. bicarinata is high in the north-
western parts of the cereal belt proper, and that 
of J. obscurella is high in the northern part. S outh-
wards, the proportion of M. sordidula and 
Dicranotropis hamata (Bh.), at least, increases. 
The latter species did not occur in samples taken 
at Laihia. 
The Macrosteles cristatus aspect (MA). 
Frequent species are M. cristatus (91; 15), 
Psammotettix alienus (55; 3), Arthaldeus pascuellus 
(45; 3), Psammotettix confinis (45; 1), Diplocolenus 
abdominalis (36; 18) and Macrosteles laevis (36; 2). 
The quotient of similarity is lowest in samples 
taken of MA. All the above species and many 
of the other species occurring in this aspect 
hibernate in egg stage. In the early phase of the 
aspect species found in the first aspect that 
winter in nymph stage (e.g. J. pellucida, D. pallens 
and M. sordidula) also occur, and in the final 
phase, species of the third aspect that develop 
slowly and winter as eggs (e.g. Philaenus spumarius 
and .E7. ymana sulphurella) are found. MA is the 
aspect with the largest number of species. 
The most frequent and abundant species in 
MA occur in this aspect throughout the Finnish 
cereal belt proper. 
The Philaenus spumarius aspect (PA). 
Frequent species are Philaenus spumarius (70; 5), 
.E7ymana sulphurella (75; 4) and Balclutha punctata 
(15; 0.2). The quotient of similarity was low, 
especially in the last sample taken in 1962, as this 
sample contained one leafhopper only. This 
phase is nevertheless ascribed to PA. Species 
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Fig. 3. Faunal affinities according to quotient of similarity method in 
different years, and the seasonal aspects distinguished on the basis of the 
similarity (dotted parts). The dates of sampfing are shown at the upper 
edges of the diagrams. 
in PA, examples being Macrosteles cristatus, 
Arthaldeus pascuellus and Psammotettix alienus, 
which occurred for a fairly long period. The 
species characterizing PA hibernate as eggs, 
develop slowly and do not begin to migrate to 
the spring cereals until the end of the MA aspect. 
The B. punctata passes the middle of summer in 
immature stages, and the specimens that migrate 
outside the spring cereal fields for hibernation 
occur in PA and migrate in spring into JA after 
wintering. PA has many species, but the number 
of specimens is rather low. It also contains 
nymphs of species that occur as adults in JA: 
J. pellucida, J. obscurella, M. sordidula, S. bicarinata 
and D. hamata, and even adults of the most 
frequent and abundant species of JMC. 
The most frequent and abundant species in PA 
occur throughout the Finnish cereal belt proper. 
Periods of occurrence of seasonal aspects 
JA occurred from a few days after the oats 
sprouted until June 20 in the warmest summer 
and July 19 in the coolest summer. In the 
warmest summer MA occurred from June 27, 
and in the coolest summer from July 25, until 
July 12 and August 6 respectively. PA occurred 
from these latter dates until the period following 
harvesting, frequently up until autumn 
ploughing. 
Discussion 
The vegetation in spring cereals has been 
classified and is held to be an annual partial 
stand occurring at the different phases of crop 
rotation (JALAS and JUUSELA 1959, RAATIKAINEN 
and RAATIKAINEN 1964). In addition, seasonal 
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partial stands can be differentiated from each 
annual stand. However, it is not as reasonable 
to regard the fauna living in the field stratum at 
ali phases of crop rotation as a single community. 
E.g. the community of leafhoppers differs greatly 
in various phases of crop rotation (see AFSCHAR-
POUR 1960, Jtirtisoo 1964). Leafhoppers living 
in oats in the arca investigated fed chiefiy on the 
oats but also to some extent on Agropyron repens 
and other weeds. If dicotyledonous plants were 
grown after the oats, the change might cause the 
destruction of the entire fauna and lead to the 
immigration of a new highly different fauna. 
If a ley were established after the oats, the 
leafhoppers would survive on the plot and the 
fauna would change with the ageing of the ley. 
Only when or after the ley was ploughed would 
the leafhoppers be destroyed and a new fauna 
enter from the vicinity. The flora, however, 
remained the same throughout, although there 
were considerable variations in abundance of 
annual and perennial species, particularly in the 
ley phase. In this study the leafhoppers in the 
cereals are regarded as forming a leafhopper 
community, and the leafhopper fauna of the 
entire crop rotation is not regarded as a single 
community although the vegetation of the whole 
rotation is regarded as a single stand. 
JMC occurs in a very similar composition 
at least in central Sweden and southeastern 
Norway, according to the observations of the 
author and those of JURisoo (1964). In Germany 
the composition is substantially different 
although some of the species are also abundant 
there, e.g. J. pellucida and P. spumarius (KuNTzE 
1937, AFSCHARPOUR 1960). In Italy and Turkey, 
for which the author has material, the composi-
tion is already vety different. Climatic factors 
obviously determine the distribution of the 
community, but rotation, in particular, also 
seems to have a considerable effect on it. 
The leafhopper community of oatfields is here 
divided into three aspects. Previously, REUTER 
(1875), for instance, divided the Heteroptera 
fauna in Finland, and KROGERUS (1948) the 
whole fauna of the field stratum of shores, into 
tliree aspects. KONTKANEN (1950) divided the  
leafhopper fauna of the field stratum of open 
places into four aspects, and JORisoo (1964) 
divided the whole fauna of the field stratum in 
fields in central Sweden into four aspects. Further 
south, where the growing season is longer, a 
greater number of aspects have been distin-
guished (e.g. MAERCKS 1954, REMANE 1958, 
SCHIEMENZ 1969). The aspects differentiated on 
the basis of the material of the present study 
seem to be distinguishable also in the material 
taken from oats by JtiRrsoo (1964), but the 
periods of occurrence of the aspects differentiated 
by KONTKANEN (1950) from meadows are 
different. The leafhoppers migrate to the oatfields 
upon reaching adulthood, and the respective 
aspects therefore occur later in cereals than in 
meadows. Also, some species do not migrate to 
oatfields or do so in small numbers only. Evi-
dently for these reasons the midsummer and 
high-summer aspects differentiated by KONT-
KANEN (1950) cannot be distinguished in oats 
but merge with each other and partly with the 
first and the last aspects. And even according 
to KONTKANEN (1950) the two first aspects are 
difficult to distinguish from each other on wet 
biotopes while the borderline between the two 
last aspects is blurred on dry biotopes. In his 
material, too, there were thus actually only three 
aspects in any biotope. In oatfields, which are 
fresh biotopes according to the leafhopper fauna, 
the early summer aspect (JA) and the late sum-
mer aspect (PA) are the most distinct while the 
high-summer aspect (MA) is a blend of these 
although it does have some characteristic species 
of its own. 
The leafhopper fauna of oatfields seems to 
contain a fairly high number of species. This is 
indicated, for instance, by the fact that 32 species, 
or 10 per cent, of the leafhopper species found 
in Finland were found in four fields. The rarest 
was Boreotettix serricauda, which has hitherto 
been found only in two places in the world 
(LINDBERG 1952). Most of the species found in 
the oatfields have at some time been species of 
natural meadow but have sought out cultivations 
when cultivating was established. Most of the 
species that occur in abundance in oatfields are 
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still frequent in fairly natural biotopes. Macro-
steles cristatus, however, is an exception that seems 
chiefly to occur in cereals. B. serricauda, too, 
seems to have migrated from original meadow 
and marsh biotopes, largely to cultivated fields, 
for this species has been found in many other 
fields than those of Table 1. 
In Finnish oatfields there exist at least 10 
leafhopper species that transmit viruses or 
mycoplasma-like organisms to cereals, 7 species 
of which have been shown to be vectors in Fin-
land (RAATIKAINEN 1970). Most of these are 
species (e.g. J. pellucida, J. obscurella, M. sordidula 
and D. hamata) that occur in JA, while some 
occur in MA too. At least M. cristatus, M. 
laevis and M. ossiannilsoni Ldb. occur in MA but 
can also be found in JA and even in PA. There 
were 312 vectors in JA, 113 in MA and 35 in PA, 
per 200 sweeps. The percentages of ali leaf-
hoppers were 94, 65 and 55 respectively. Accord-
ing to experiments, the earlier the vectors reach 
the oats, the greater will be the chances that the 
viruses or mycoplasma-like organisms spread 
by them will reduce the yield of the cereals. The 
vector specimens occurring in JA are conse-
quently the most destructive vectors. When 
regional investigations of the leafhopper fauna 
of oatfields are being planned, collection of 
samples should be timed for the end phase of 
JA or preferably the beginning of MA, when 
the number of leafhopper species and also the 
number of leafhopper specimens are at their 
greatest. 
Summary 
From netted samples taken from oatfields in 
the western part of central Finland at intervals 
of one week throughout the growing season, 
one community was differentiated in the leaf-
hopper fauna and divided into three seasonal 
aspects by the Sorensen quotient of similarity. 
Thirty-two species, i.e. 10 per cent of ali leaf-
hopper species found in Finland, were found in 
this community. According to samples taken 
from more than - 1 000 fields, mostly in Finland 
but also in Sweden and Norway, the community 
occurs more or less throughout the Finnish 
cereal belt proper and also in the same 
climatic zone elsewhere in Scandinavia. The 
seasonal aspects occurred about one mon th 
earlier in the warmest summer than in the 
coolest summer. 
Ninety-four per cent of the leafhopper 
specimens of the first aspect, 65 per cent of those 
of the second aspect and 55 per cent of those 
of the third aspect belonged to species known 
in Finland as vectors of viruses or mycoplasma-
like organisms. 
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SELOSTUS 
Kautapeltoj en kaskasfaunan kausivaihtelu 
MIKKO RAATIKAINEN 
Maatalouden tutkimuskeskus, Tuhoeläintutkimuslaitos, Tikkurila 
Kevätviljoihin viruksia ja mykoplasmoja levittävä 
kaskaslajisto oli tutkimuskohteena v. 1959-1964. Tässä 
ensimmäisessä julkaisussa selvitetään kaskaiden esiinty-
miskautta kauroissa Laihialla v. 1959-1962 sekä tarkas-
tellaan samojen lajien esiintymistä muullakin maassamme. 
Kaurapeltojen kaskasfauna muodosti oman kaskasyh-
dyskunnan, josta erotettiin kolme kausiyhdyskuntaa. 
Laihialta todettiin kaurasta 32 kaskaslajia eli 10 % Suo-
messa tavatuista lajeista. Yli 1 000 pellolta otettujen näyt- 
teiden mukaan sama yhdyskunta esiintyi jokseenkin koko 
Suomen varsinaisella viljanviljelyalueella sekä ilmastolli-
sesti samalla vyöhykkeellä Skandinaviassakin. Viimeiset 
kausiyhdyskunnat esiintyivät lämpimimpänä vuonna 
noin kuukautta aikaisemmin kuin viileimpänä. 
Ensimmäisen kausiyhdyskunnan kaskaista oli Suo-
messa virusten tai mykoplasmojen siirtäjiksi todettujen 
lajien yksilöitä 94, toisen 65 ja kolmannen 55 %. 
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Sotia AGROGEOLOGIA, -CHIMICA ET -PHYSICA N. 51 
Sarja MAAPERÄ, LANNOITUS JA MUOKKAUS n:o 51 
STRAW, PHOSPHORUS AND NITROGEN 
A preliminary experiment on the decomposition of straw in soil 
INKERI KOSKELA, PERTTI JÄRVELÄINEN and 
JORMA KÄHÄRI 
Agricultural Research Centre, Department of Agricultural Chemistry and Physics, 
Tikkurila, Finland 
Received March 6, 1970 
A great deal of research has been carried out 
on the decomposition of straw in soil and the 
mobilization of plant nutrients occurring in 
conjunction with this. In England it was ob-
served that nitrogen mineralized from straw did 
not become available to plants until autumn. 
Consequently, early ripening plants were unable 
to utilize it. Conversely, potato and sugar beat, 
which have long growing seasons, are able to 
utilize this nitrogen because they continue 
growing until late in the autumn (PATTERSON 
1960). Some experimental results showed that 
distinct yield increase occurred as early as the 
first year if Thomas slag was combined with the 
straw (DHAR 1964). The amount of Thomas 
slag applied was equivalent to 100 kg of P205 
per hectare. 
A pot experiment was established at the 
Department of Agricultural Chemistry and 
Physics, Tikkurila, to provide preliminary results 
showing the effects of Thomas slag and super-
phosphate on the decomposition of straw and 
the nitrogen content of the soil. Observations 
were also made on the influence of temperature, 
since half the pots were kept at room temperature 
throughout the winter. The soil in these pots 
was thus kept at a temperature favourable to 
rnicrobial decomposition. The other pots were 
kept outdoors, where the soil was frozen 
throughout the winter. 
Experimental procedure 
The pot experiment was started at the begin-
ning of November 1964, using the Mitscherlich 
system. The soil used was silty clay from Mouhi-
järvi. Soil test values were: organic C 2.52 %, pH 
6.0 and P 4.4, K 100, Ca 1 550 and Mg 193 mg/1 
of soil. The soil structure and the water-holding 
capacity of the soil were extremely poor. 
Treatments were as follows: 
Straw 
1. 0 
superphosphate (sf) 0.872 g 
Thomas slag 	(tf) 0.872 g 
straw 	 + 50 g 
straw + sf 0.872 g + 50 g 
straw 	+ tf 0.872 g + 50 g 
There were 4 identical specimens, 2 of which 
were kept indoors throughout the winter (s) 
while the other 2 were kept outdoors (u). Ali 
the pots were kept outdoors during the summer. 
In spring one of the indoor and one of the 
outdoor specimens were given nitrogen (N = 1 
g/pot = 1\12) in the form of ammonium nitrate. 
Potassium and trace elements were given to ali 
the treatments as basic fertilization. 
Straw from spring wheat was used for the 
experiment. It was chopped to a length of about 
1 cm and soaked in water for about 16 hours. 
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No 	 N2  
indoors during wintertime 
talven sisällä 
Table 1. Dry matter yields (grain 	straw) in relative values 











































































1965 1966 1967 
Significances: 	Straw — Oljet 	  P < 0.2 > 0.2 > 0.2 
Merkitsevyydet: N-ferdlizer — N-lannoitus 	  P < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 
Temperature — Lämpötila  P < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.01 
N x temperature — N x lämpötila 	  P — < 9.01 < 0.01 
moist straw, and the mixture was spread so as 49.1 g in 1966 and 60.9 g in 1967. The means 
to form, a 5 cm top layer on the pots. The straw of the dry matter yields (grain 	straw) are 
and phosphate treatments were repeated the shown in Table 1 as relative values, treatment 1 
following autumn, i.e. the autumn of 1965. The of each year being given the value 100. The 
other treatments remained the same throughout mean influence of the straw was negative during 
the experiment. Pendek oats were used as a test the first two years and positive during the third 
crop. During the summer of 1968 the soil in the year. Fig. 1 shows the annual yields of the 
pots without plants was kept moist, outdoors, individual treatments in relative values, the 1965 
to promote further decomposition of the straw. yield of treatment 1 having the value 100. 
The samples for soil analyses were taken in Fig. 1 shows that without nitrogen fertilization 
Thomas slag had a more favourable effect than 
superphosphate (the mean yields being 33.1 and 
26.8 gipot). Straw increased this tendency. 
The level of yield varied annually. The mean Nitrogen increased the effect of superphosphate 
yields resulting from ali the experimental treat- (mean yields 97.8 g per pot with sf and 92.9 
ments were as follows: 58.4 g per pot in 1965, with tf). Straw caused a decrease in this effect. 
[31965 o1966 .1967 
1 2 3 4 5 6 	1 2 3 4 5 
No 	 N2 
outdoors during wintertime 
talven ulkona 
Fig 1. Dry matter yields (grain 	straw) in years 1965-1967 as relative values (treatment 1 in year 1965 
is marked as 100). 
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Fig 2. Nitrogen amounts taken up by plants in years 1965-1967 as relative values (treatment 1 in year 1965 
is marked as 100). 
Kuva 2. Satojen ottamat typpimäärät vuosittain subdelukuina (vuoden 1965 koejäsen 1 =100). 
Results of the plant and soil analyses 
The N, P, K, Ca ang Mg contents of the 
yields were analyzed every year. Fig. 2 shows 
the annual uptakes of N in the treatments. 
Table 2 shows the amounts of nutrients taken 
up by the plants during the three experimental 
years in mean values for the treatments. The  
overall mean for nitrogen uptake was 1 631 
mg/pot without phosphorus, 1 844 with super-
phosphate and 1 996 with Thomas slag. 
As Table 3 reveals, the soil analyses supple-
ment the plant analyses. Table 4 shows the 
amounts of water-stable aggregates. When ex-
amining these it should he noted that the granular 
structure of the soil might have ungergone fur- 
Table 2. Uptake of nutrients by yields in 1965-6,7, mg/pot (Means of treatments) 































































































Table 3. Results of soil analyses in autumn 1968 
















straw did  .1Nstraw _ , N, u s 
P mg/1 soil - mgll maata 3.7 21.6 39.0 4.8 22.4 39.3 21.4 22.2 28.3 15.6 23.8 20.2 
K 	-»- 115 105 85 128 113 99 102 113 137 82 127 92 
Ca -»- 1 338 1 638 2 100 1 306 1 609 2 144 1 692 1 686 1 740 1 636 1 690 1 686 
N0,-N ppm 	 113 112 124 154 95 135 117 128 111 138 111 138 
tot-N 0/00 	 2.26 2.14 2.12 2.26 2.19 2.13 2.17 2.19 2.13 2.24 2.23 2.14 
org C°/00  2.59 2.59 2.54 2.72 2.81 2.56 2.57 2.70 2.67 2.64 2.78 2.54 
C/N 	  11.4 12.1 12.0 12.1 12.9 12.1 11.8 12.3 12.5 11.8 12.5 11.9 
PH  5.4 5.2 6.4 5.6 5.2 6.5 5.7 5.8 5.8 5.6 5.8 5.7 
11 
Table 4. Amount of water-stable aggregates in soil in autumn 1968 (0 0.2-12.0 mm) percent of weight. Amount of 
aggregates determined by wet sieving, shaking time 30 min, and temperature of water +15-16°C 
Taulukko 4. Maan muruisuus s_yksyllä 1968 (0 0.2-12.0 mm) painoprosentteina. Muruisuus määritettiin märkäseulonta-
menetelmällä, huiskutusaika 30 min, ja veden lämpötila +15-16°C 
Without straw — Ilman 
olkia 	  
Straw — Oljet 	 
Outdoors during wintertime 
Ulkona 
Indoors during wintertime 
Sisallä 
N o No No No 

























ther improvement during the summer of 1968, 
after conclusion of the experimental period 
proper. 
Discussion 
When examining the results, note should be 
taken of the low yield level of 1966. The nitrogen 
fertilizer had the same effect every year. The 
negative effect of the straw was reduced by the 
second year, and its effect was already positive 
by the third year. Its effect was an after-effect, 
for no more straw was added. The influence of 
temperature on the yield declined year by year. 
It would seem that Thomas slag caused a more 
rapid reduction in the negative effect of the 
straw than superphosphate. The difference was 
disdnct, especially when the available nitrogen 
was insufficient. It is possible that the Thomas 
slag had a favourable effect on the mobilization 
of nitrogen in the soil (DHAR 1964). Super-
phosphate clearly slowed down the decomposi-
tion of the straw. Visual observations support 
this finding: one year after it had been added to 
the superphosphate treatments, the chopped 
straw was light brown and was clearly visible in 
the soil. In the treatments with Thomas slag, 
the straw was very dark brown and partly 
decomp osed. 
It seems that the straw decomposed slowly, 
and that its yield-decreasing effect gradually 
disappeared. The tiny increases in the amounts 
of nitrogen and potassium revealed in the yield 
analyses of the straw treatments of the last 
experimental year indicate that intense microbial  
activity was then taking place. Heat, Thomas 
slag and nitrogen promoted decomposition of 
the straw. 
Thomas slag caused a reduction in the K 
content of the soil. It seems that the plants had 
already utilized some of the K mineralized from 
the straw. The soil neutralizing effect of Thomas 
slag is clearly reflected in the Ca content of the 
soil and in the pH values. The content of nitrate 
nitrogen was highest in the soil which received 
treatments without phosphorus, and lowest in 
those with superphosphate. In the treatments 
with Thomas slag, nitrogen had been mineralized 
from the straw in previous years and had been 
utilized by the plants. 
The straw caused a slight increase in the 
organic carbon content of the soil. This effect 
was least in the treatments with Thomas slag, 
for decomposition in these treatments was rapid. 
Usually, most of the straw is rapidly converted. 
The results of experiments vary, because many 
factors influence the speed of decomposition. 
In studies by PERSSON (1968), only 15 per cent 
of the straw remained after two years. 
Keeping the pots indoors promoted the forma-
tion of aggregates. The results of the analyses 
reveal factors with opposite effects. In the treat-
ments kept constantly outdoors, the combined 
effect of straw and nitrogen on the formation 
of aggregates was greater than that of either 
factor separately. But in the treatments kept 
indoors in winter, straw and nitrogen had a 
greater effect on the formation of aggregates 




Pot experiments were used to investigate the 
decomposition of straw and the effects of P, N 
and temperature thereon. The effect of the 
straw upon yield was initially negative. In some 
cases the effect of the straw became positive by 
the third year. High soil temperature, nitrogen 
and Thomas slag promoted the decomposition 
of the straw and the mineralization of nutrients. 
A lack of nitrogen reduced the effect of super-
phosphate on the straw. Nitrogen and straw 
added in combination to the treatments kept 
outdoors had a positive effect on the formation 
of water-stable aggregates, this effect being 
greater than that of either component separately. 
In the treatments kept indoors over the winter, 
the effect of nitrogen and straw on the amount 
of aggregates was greater when applied sep-
arately than when they were applied in com- 
bination. 
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SELOSTUS 
Olj et, fosfori ja typpi 
Olkien hajaantumista maassa koskeva alustava koe 
INKERI KOSKELA, PERTTI JÄRVELÄINEN ja JORMA KÄHÄRI 
Maatalouden tutkimuskeskus, Maanviljelyskemian ja -fysiikan laitos, Tikkurila 
Astiakokeissa tutkittiin vuosina 1965-68 Mitscherlich-
systeemiä käyttäen olkien hajaantumista maassa sekä fos-
forin (super- ja tomasfosfaatti), typen ja lämpötilan vaiku-
tusta siihen. Oljet ja fosforilannoite sekoitettiin syksyllä 
maahan ja typpilannoite annettiin keväällä. Puolet astioista 
oli talvisin sisällä, toinen puoli ulkona. Koekasvina oli 
Pendek-kaura, ja maa oli hiesusavea. Kuvassa 1 ja taulu-
kossa 1 on esitetty kuiva-ainesadot (jyvät + oljet) vuo-
sittain. Olkien vaikutus satoon oli alussa negatiivinen. 
Kolmantena vuonna oljet saattoivat jo eräissä tapauksissa 
vaikuttaa positiivisesti. Tomasfosfaatin vaikutus olkiin 
oli parempi ja nopeampi kuin superfosfaatin silloin, kun  
typpeä oli niukasti kasvien käytettävissä. Typpi paransi 
superfosfaatin vaikutusta olkiin. 
Lämpö, typpi ja tomasfosfaatti edistivät olkien hajaan-
tumista ja ravinteiden vapautumista kasvien käyttöön. 
Kuvassa 2 ja taulukossa 2 on esitetty satojen ottamat 
ravinnemäärät. Maa-analyysien tulokset ovat taulukossa 3. 
Muruanalyysin tulokset esitetään taulukossa 4. Typpi 
ja oljet yhdessä lisättynä talvisin ulkona olleisiin koejäse-
niin vaikuttivat edullisesti maan muruisuuteen, paremmin 
kuin kumpikin erikseen. Talvisin sisällä lämpimässä huo-
neilmassa olleissa koejäsenissä typpi ja oljet vaikuttivat 
maan rakenteeseen paremmin erikseen kuin yhdessä. 
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The concentration of certain mineral elements 
in the rumen fluid of animals on a certain diet is 
dependent on the supply of minerals to the rumen 
on the one hand and on the outflow and absorp-
tion of minerals from the rumen on the other. 
There are two main sources of the minerals 
entering the rumen: the feeds ingested by the 
animal and the saliva. The proportions contrib-
uted by these two sources vary with the mineral 
element. The saliva has been found to play a 
dominant role in maintaining the Na concentra-
tion of the rumen, while potassium, the second 
most abundant cation in the rumen, seems to be 
usually mainly of directly dietary origin 
(McDouGALL 1948, BAILEY 1961, LAMPILA 1965, 
KEMP and GEURIN G 1966, POUTIAINEN 1968). 
However, with diets inducing a sodium defi-
ciency in the animal, the importance of the saliva 
as a supplier of potassium has been found to 
increase (DoBsoN et al. 1960, POUTIAINEN 1968). 
The concentrations of the two other major 
cations in the rumen fluid, caldum and magne- 
sium, are evidently mainly regulated by direct 
dietary supply, since their concentrations in the 
saliva are low (McDouGALL 1948). 
The phosphorus and chloride in the rumen are 
partly of directly dietary and partly of salivary 
origin, but little information is available con-
cerning the relative importance of the two 
SOUTCeS. 
The studies reported in this paper are an 
extension of the in,vestigations reported iii 
earlier papers on the same subject (PouTIAINEN 
1968, 1970 a and b). The effect of three dietary 
factors on the mineral elements of the rumen 
were studied: 1) the level of DM intake, 2) the 
dosage of NaC1 and 3) the proportion of long 
hay in the ration. This paper gives the results of 
investigations on the input of Ca, Mg, P and Cl 
into the rumen (in the diet in the saliva) and 
the outflow through the reticulo-omasal (R-0) 
orifice. Attention is paid to the relative impor-
tance of the diet and the saliva as suppliers of the 
major mineral elements in the lumen fluid. 
Experimental 
Animals and diets 
Two rumen-fistulated Ayrshire cows were 
used in experiments conductedcjuring 2 indoor 
feeding periods. The feeds we're given twice 
daily with 12 hr intervals. 
Altogether 20 different diets were fed when 
studying the effect of the three dietary factors on 
the flow of the dissolved minerals through the 
reticulo-rumen. The diets and their chemical 
composition have been given earlier (POUTIAINEN 
1968, p. 25, 1970 a, p. 152). 
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Sampäng. Samples of the rumen contents were 
taken every third hour between 05.00 and 17.00 
hrs, starting just before the 05.00 feed. Each time 
four separate samples were taken, representing 
the upper, central, lower and lower fore parts of 
the rumen. Details of the sampling procedure 
have been given earlier (LAMPILA and POUTIAI-
NEN 1966). 
Samples of mixed saliva were taken three 
times during the 12-hour period, 0, 6 and 12 
hours after feeding. The saliva samples were 
taken by means of a perforated capsule inserted 
into the oesophagus (POUTIAINEN and LAMPILA 
1967). Samples of feeds and drinking water were 
taken daily during the last 7-10 days of. each 
diet and the mineral content of bulked samples 
was analysed. 
Measurement of flow offluid and saliva 
Polyethylene glycol (PEG) was used as a 
water-soluble marker for measuring the flow of 
fluid through the reticulo-omasal orifice. A single 
dose of 300 g of PEG was administered through 
the fistula into the rumen using a perforated 
metal tube and funnel, in order to distribute the 
dose uniformly throughout the rumen contents. 
The dose was usually given. at 16.00 hrs and the 
first samples were withdrawn 1 hour later. The 
sampling was then repeated five times during the 
following day from 05.00 to 17.00 hrs. The 
rumen fluid volume was calculated from the 
concentration of PEG in the rumen fluid result-
ing from the dosage. The concentration at the 
time of dosage was found by extrapolation from 
the exponential dilution equation. The rate of 
flow of the fluid was calculated from this equa-
tion. The volume x flow rate (vol. %/hr) gave 
the actual amount of fluid passed through the 
reticulo-omasal orifice per hour. The calculations 
are described in detail in an earlier paper (Pou-
TIAINEN 1968, p. 28-29). 
The flow of saliva was estimated by substract-
ing the water of the food and drinking water 
from the total flow of fluid, ignoring possible 
losses or gains resulting from the passage of  
water through the rumen wall. The measurement 
proc-edure was repeated in three days on each 
diet. The samples taken at the corresponding 
times of the day were put together for the 
mineral element determinations. 
Analytical methods 
The PEG was determined according to the 
method of HYDAN (1956). However, a nephelo-
meter was used in measuring the turbidity instead 
of a spectrophotometer. 
The feed samples were dry-ashed at 550°C and 
each extract was used for chemical determina-
tions. The same chemical methods were applied 
for determing the mineral composition of the 
feed and water samples as in the analyses of the 
saliva and rumen fluid samples. The methods 
are described in earlier papers (POUTIAINEN 1968, 
1970 b). 
The . flow of mineral elements 
The mean, concentration of certain mineral 
elements (C.) during the 12-hour feeding period 
was calculated from the mean concentrations of 
the four (representing the four different parts of 
the rumen) taken at different times after feeding 




The contribution of saliva to the flow of a 
certain mineral element through the reticulo-
omasal orifice was estimated by multiplying the 
mem concentration of the mineral element in 
question in the three saliva samples (0, 6 and 12 
hrs.) with the estimated salivary flow during 
the same period. 
Similarly, the outflow of Ca, Mg, P and Cl in 
the rumen fluid was calculated by multiplying 
the volume of the fluid by the concentration in 





Results and discussion 
The intake of different minerals in grams have 
been given in the first part of this paper (Pou-
TIAINEN 1970 b, p. 349, Table 1). The effect of the 
DM level and the addition of NaC1 on the flow.  
of Ca, Mg, P and Cl into and from the reticulo-
rumen are shown in Tables 1-2 and the effect 
of the DM level and different proportions of 
long hay in Tables 3-4. The importance of the 
sauva for the total input of different mineral 
elements is shown in Table 5. 
Calcium (Ca) 
The amount of Ca introduced into the lumen 
in feed 	drinking water at different levels of 
DM intake varied from 1.89 equiv. (38 g) —70 
0.80 equiv. (16 g) per 12 hours. The amount of 
Ca contributed by the saliva represented on an 
average only 4 % of the total input (Table 5). 
So the flow of Ca is mainly maintained directly 
by dietary Ca. The input of Ca per kg of DM 
eaten increased with decreasing DM intake, 
mainly because 100 g dicalcium phosphate was 
given in ali diets. NaC1 supplementation and 
the proportion of long hay were not found to 
exert any consistent effect on the flow of Ca. 
Dietary factors affected the salivary flow (Pou-
TIAINEN 1968), but since the concentration of Ca 
in the saliva was low, this did not change the 
value obtained for the flow of Ca per kg DM 
eaten. The outflow of soluble Ca through the 
R-0 orifice at ali levels of DM intake was on an 
average only 28 % of the amount received in the 
feeds. In the experiments of LAMPILA (1965) the 
outflow of Ca was 22 % of the Ca received in the 
feeds. The main reason for this is evidently the 
low solubility of calcium salts in the rumen fluid. 
Calculations of water-soluble fraction of Ca, 
based on estimates presented by MÄKELÄ (1967) 
for the water-solubility of Ca in feeds, indicated 
that if there had been any net absorption of Ca 
from the reticulo-rumen it could not have been 
great. The average difference between the input 
of water-soluble Ca and the outflow of Ca was 
only about 0.06 equiv. (1.2 g) per 12 hrs. It has 
been shown that the absorption of Ca chiefly 
takes place in the small intestine (SMITH 1969, 
ROGERS and VAN'T KLOOSTER 1969). When 
the water-solubility percentages employed were 
determined using distilled water (MÄKELÄ 1967, 
p. 170), the estimates for the water-soluble 
fraction are possibly slightly too low, because the 
acids in rumen fluid increase the solubility of Ca 
as well as that of Mg and P (PHILLIPSON et al. 
1949). 
In view of the low solubility of the Ca salts 
orginating from the feeds and the very low 
concentration of Ca in the sauva, this element 
apparently plays only a minor role in the neutrali-
zation of acids in the rumen. In the total flow of 
soluble cations through the R-0 orifice 
(Na 	K Ca Mg, equiv.) the average pro- 
portion of Ca was only 3.8 % in ali the studied 
diets (Figures 1 and 2). 
Magnesium (Mg) 
The total input of Mg varied from 1.41 equiv. 
(17 g) to 0.21 equiv. (3 g) per 12 hrs. Dietary 
Mg was the main source of Mg in the 
rumen fluid. The proportion of Mg contri-
buted by the saliva was 8.3 % of the total 
input of Mg (Table 5). Thus the flow of Mg was 
mainly dependent on the Mg content of the 
foodstuffs. The flow decreased with decreasing 
DM intake but it was fairly constant per kg of 
DM eaten. The flow of soluble Mg was not 
affected by the addition of NaC1 or by the 
proportion of long hay. 
The outflow of soluble Mg was on an average 
about 62 % of the total input. This figure is 
higher than the corresponding value for Ca, 
which presumably indicates that the Mg salts are 
more soluble than the Ca salts. The water-
soluble fraction of Mg was estimated in the 
same way as that of Ca using the values obtained 
by MÄKELÄ (1967). These calculations indicated 
that no net absorption of Mg occured from the 
reticulo-rumen (Tables 1 and 2). 
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Table 1. Input of calcium and magnesium into the reticulo-rumen and outflow of their soluble fractions, expressed as 
equivalents per 12-hour feeding interval, on diets containing different amounts of dry matter and additions of NaCI 
C a 1 e 1u m, equiv./12 hrs Magnesiu m, equiv./12 hrs 
Input * Input * Dry NaCI Outfiow Difference Outflow Difference 
In feed+drin . T 	l tak- Infeed+drink- . matter supple- throurqh input-outfiow Tota through input-outflow ing water ° ing water 1? 
R_ mukai‘giday -lai,ci.y  nt 
salaa a oRrifi‘j'e sohva orifice 
A B A B A B AB A B A B 
:-..OW 
INA 
14 100 1.72 0.57 0.03 1.75 0.60 0.74 1.01 -0.14 0.80 0.44 0.07 0.87 0.51 0.53 0.34 -0.02 
50 1.63 0.54 0.10 1.73 0.64 0.52 1.21 0.12 1.16 0.62 0.12 1.28 0.74 0.63 0.65 0.11 
0 1.59 0.51 0.10 1.69 0.61 0.63 1.06 -0.45 0.95 0.52 0.04 0.99 0.56 0.62 0.37 -0.06 
11 100 1.79 0.61 0.09 1.88 0.70 0.61 1.27 0.09 0.98 0.55 0.08 1.06 0.63 0.63 0.43 0.00 
50 1.79 0.51 0.06 1.85 0.57 0.49 1.36 0.08 1.03 0.57 0.09 1.12 0.66 0.60 0.52 0.06 
0 1.89 0.68 0.06 1.95 0.74 0.46 1.49 0.28 1.05 0.58 0.06 1.11 0.64 0.47 0.64 0.17 
9 100 1.63 0.52 0.13 1.76 0.65 0.63 1.13 0.02 0.67 0.37 0.04 0.71 0.41 0.26 0.45 0.15 
50 1.77 0.59 0.09 1.88 0.68 0.52 1.36 0.16 0.72 0.40 0.05 0.77 0.45 0.40 0.37 0.05 
0 1.24 0.33 0.04 1.28 0.37 0.31 0.97 0.06 0.67 0.37 0.04 0.71 0.41 0.44 0.27 -0.03 
6 50 1.20 0.31 0.05 1.25 0.36 0.27 0.98 0.09 0.48 0.26 0.03 0.51 0.29 0.36 0.15 -0.07 
0 1.05 0.22 0.07 1.12 0.29 0.27 0.85 0.02 0.47 0.26 0.04 0.51 0.30 0.32 0.19 -0.02 
2o w 
[R.PU 
12 100 1.86 0.64 0.06 1.92 0.70 0.62 1.30 0.08 1.10 0.62 0.08 1.18 0.70 0.77 0.41 -0.07 
50 1.82 0.63 0.09 1.91 0.72 0.60 1.31 0.12 1.09 0.60 0.05 1.14 0.65 0.58 0.56 0.07 
0 1.47 0.51 0.13 1.60 0.64 0.63 1.97 0.01 1.31 0.73 0.10 1.41 0.83 0.77 0.64 0.06 
9 100 1.41 0.42 0.04 1.45 0.46 0.34 1.11 0.12 0.78 0.42 0.04 0.82 0.46 0.38 0.44 0.08 
50 1.45 0.43 0.03 1.48 0.46 0.24 1.24 0.22 0.69 0.39 0.06 0.75 0.45 0.38 0.37 0.07 
0 1.22 0.31 0.04 1.26 0.35 0.27 0.99 0.08 0.67 0.36 0.03 0.70 0.39 0.30 0.40 0.09 
6 50 1.38 0.39 0.08 1.46 0.47 0.36 1.10 0.11 0.49 0.27 0.03 0.52 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.03 
0 1.00 0.20 0.09 1.09 0.29 0.33 0.76 -0.04 0.41 0.22 0.03 0.44 0.25 0.37 0.07 -0.12 
Table 2. Input of calcium and magnesium into the reticulo-rumen and outflow of their soluble fractions, expressed as 
equivalents per 12-hour feeding interval, on diets containing different amounts of dry matter and proportions of long hay 
Cal ci u m, equiv./12 Ms Magnesiu m, equiv./12 hrs 















R -0 n inpu 	fiow t-out 
kg/day haY " saliva orifice saliva orifice 
A B A B A 	B AB A B A B % DM 
Cow 
INA 
9 100 1.69 0.53 0.05 1.74 0.58 0.65 1.09 -0.07 0.55 0.33 0.09 0.64 0.42 0.58 0.06 -0.16 
50 1.77 0.59 0.09 1.86 0.68 0.52 1.34 0.16 0.72 0.40 0.05 0.77 0.45 0.40 0.37 0.05 
25 1.38 0.38 0.05 1.43 0.43 0.29 1.14 0.14 0.61 0.33 0.03 0.64 0.36 0.35 0.29 0.01 
10 1.67 0.50 0.04 1.71 0.54 0.34 1.37 0.20 0.73 0.40 0.02 0.75 0.42 0.34 0.41 0.08 
6 100 1.35 0.46 0.09 1.44 0.55 0.41 1.03 0.14 0.35 0.21 0.05 0.40 0.26 0.40 0.00 -0.14 
50 1.20 0.31 0.02 1.22 0.33 0.27 0.95 0.06 0.48 0.26 0.03 0.51 0.29 0.36 0.15 -0.07 
25 0.93 0.18 0.02 0.95 0.20 0.18 0.77 0.02 0.44 0.24 0.02 0.46 0.26 0.21 0.25 0.05 
10 0.80 0.25 0.03 0.83 0.28 0.18 0.65 0.10 0.40 0.21 0.03 0.43 0.23 0.21 0.22 0.02 
Cow 
IRPU 
9 100 1.67 0.52 0.02 1.69 0.54 0.57 1.12 -0.03 0.53 0.31 0.05 0.58 0.36 0.36 0.22 0.00 
50 1.45 0.43 0.03 1.48 0.46 0.24 1.24 0.22 0.69 0.39 0.06 0.75 0.45 0.38 0.37 0.07 
25 1.35 0.38 0.02 1.37 0.40 0.24 1.13 0.16 0.55 0.30 0.03 0.58 0.33 0.28 0.30 0.05 
10 1.50 0.46 0.02 1.52 0.48 0.22 1.30 0.26 0.77 0.42 0.03 0.80 0.45 0.30 0.50 0.15 
6 100 1.35 0.36 0.03 1.38 0.39 0.40 0.98 -0.01 0.33 0.30 0.04 0.37 0.34 0.33 0.04 0.01 
50 1.38 0.39 0.08 1.46 0.47 0.36 1.10 0.11 0.49 0.27 0.03 0.52 0.30 0.27 0.25 0.03 
25 1.09 0.24 0.08 1.17 0.32 0.32 0.85 0.00 0.47 0.26 0.04 0.51 0.30 0.28 0.23 0.02 
10 1.24 0.32 0.07 1.31 0.39 0.26 1.05 0.13 0.36 0.20 0.02 0.38 0.22 0.28 0.10 -0.06 
3 100 0.93 0.16 0.03 0.96 0.19 0.18 0.78 0.01 0.18 0.11 0.03 0.21 0.14 0.16 0.05 -0.02 
50 0.80 0.09 0.03 0.83 0.12 0.10 0.73 0.02 0.20 0.11 0.05 0.25 0.16 0.16 0.09 0.00 
10 0.84 0.11 0.03 0.87 0.14 0.18 0.69 -0.04 0.21 0.12 0.04 0.25 0.16 0.19 0.06 -0.03 
* Columns A: Values obtained from analyses of the feeds 
Columns B: Values are estimates of the water-soluble fraction of Ca and Mg, it being assumed that 50 % of Ca and 
60 % of Mg in hay and 70 % of Ca and 50 % of Mg in coneentrates was water-soluble (Mäkelä 1967) 
3 5184-71 
Table 3. loput of phosphorus and chloride into the reticulo-rumen and outflow of their soluble fractions, expressed as 
equivalents per 12-hour feeding interval, on diets containing different amounts of dry matter and additions of NaC1 
P h o s p h o r u s, equiv./12 hrs C h I o r i d e, 	equiv./12 	hrs 
Input* Input* 
Dry NaCI Outflow Difference Outflow 
matter supple- Infeed+drink-. through through Difference 
intake ment ing water in 
Total R-0 
input-outflow 
In feed+drink- in R-0 input-outflow 
kg/day g/day saliva orifice ing water sauva Total orifice 
A B A 	B A 	B 
Cow 
INA 
14 100 1.86 0.77 1.74 3.60 2.51 2.54 1.06 -0.03 1.59 1.34 2.93 1.58 1.3f. 
50 2.25 0.94 1.36 3.61 2.30 2.34 1.27 -0.04 1.20 1.23 2.43 1.55 0.8{ 
0 2.05 0.90 1.12 3.17 2.02 2.38 0.79 -0.36 0.77 0.73 1.50 1.18 0.3 
11 100 1.50 0.57 1.30 2.80 1.87 2.11 0.69 -0.24 1.42 2.02 3.44 1.20 2.2z 
50 1.65 0.63 1.62 3.27 2.25 2.03 1.24 0.22 1.02 1.37 2.39 1.04 1.3f 
0 1.92 0.79 1.72 3.64 2.51 2.36 1.28 0.15 0.57 0.71 1.28 0.95 0.3: 
9 100 1.45 0.56 0.96 2.41 1.52 1.60 0.81 -0.08 1.86 - - 1.86 - 
50 1.49 0.57 1.26 2.75 1.83 1.50 1.25 0.33 1.17 0.99 2.16 0.85 1.3' 
0 1.58 0.62 1.17 2.75 1.79 1.87 0.88 -0.08 0.47 0.55 1.02 0.56 0.4( 
6 50 1.32 0.50 0.89 2.21 1.39 1.81 0.40 -0.42 1.03 0.78 1.81 0.74 1.0', 
0 1.19 0.41 1.05 2.24 1.46 1.61 0.63 -0.15 0.32 0.45 0.77 0.48 0.2f 
Cow 
IRPU 
12 100 1.67 0.64 2.31 3.98 2.95 2.73 1.25 0.22 2.00 1.85 3.85 1.31 2.5, 
50 1.72 0.66 2.21 3.93 2.87 2.75 1.18 0.12 1.32 1.92 3.24 1.24 2.0( 
0 2.21 0.73 1.82 4.03 2.55 2.62 1.41 -0.07 0.61 1.78 2.39 0.89 1.5( 
9 100 1.42 0.52 1.14 2.56 1.66 1.89 0.67 -0.23 1.86 1.08 2.94 0.87 2.0" 
50 1.54 0.59 0.98 2.52 1.57 1.72 0.80 -0.15 1.17 0.99 2.16 0.72 1.4, 
0 1.46 0.68 1.36 2.82 2.04 1.58 1.24 0.46 0.45 0.58 1.03 0.50 0.5: 
6 50 1.21 0.42 0.90 2.11 1.32 1.49 0.62 -0.17 1.01 0.88 1.89 0.60 1.2 
0 1.27 0.45 1.09 2.36 1.54 1.96 0.40 -0.42 0.32 0.64 0.96 0.55 0.4' 
Table 4. Input of phosphorus and chloride into the reticulo-rumen and outflow of their soluble fractions, expressed as 
equivalents per 12-hour day, on diets containing different amounts of dry matter and proportions of long hay 
P h o s p h o r u s, equiv./12 hrs C h I o r i d e, 	equ'v./12 hrs 









through Difference Infeed+drink- . 
tntake long ing water in 
Total R-0 ' 	w In feed+drink- in R-0 input-outflow 
kg/day „,1"-Y,,'„,.' sauva orifice ing water sauva Total orifice 
A 	B A 	I 	B A 	1 	B 70 -'-". 
Cow 
INA 
9 100 1.26 0.62 1.50 2.76 2.12 1.98 0.78 0.14 1.52 0.97 2.49 1.05 1.44 
50 1.49 0.57 1.26 2.75 1.83 1.50 1.25 0.33 1.17 0.99 2.16 0.85 1.31 
25 1.52 0.57 0.53 2.05 1.10 1.42 0.63 -0.32 1.28 0.44 1.72 0.66 1.06 
10 1.51 0.55 0.56 2.07 1.11 1.13 0.94 -0.02 1.12 0.54 1.66 0.68 0.98 
(5 100 1.07 0.47 1.06 2.13 1.53 1.62 0.51 -0.09 1.33 0.76 2.09 1.09 1.00 
50 1.32 0.50 0.89 2.21 1.39 1.81 0.40 -0.42 1.03 0.78 1.81 0.74 1.07 
25 1.33 0.48 0.54 1.87 1.02 1.17 0.70 -0.15 1.01 0.43 1.44 0.62 0.82 
10 1.12 0.38 0.50 1.62 0.88 1.09 0.53 -0.21 0.98 0.34 1.32 0.54 0.78 
Cow 
IRPU 
9 100 1.33 0.68 0.93 2.26 1.61 1.55 0.71 0.06 1.59 0.96 2.55 1.00 1.51 
50 1.54 0.59 0.98 2.44 1.57 1.72 0.72 -0.15 1.17 0.99 2.16 0.72 1.44 
25 1.44 0.54 0.90 2.34 1.44 1.54 0.80 -0.10 1.23 0.83 2.06 0.81 1.2. .f 
10 1.67 0.63 0.69 2.36 1.32 1.32 1.04 0.00 1.26 0.66 1.92 0.58 1.31 
6 100 1.03 0.44 0.76 1.79 1.20 1.30 0.49 -0.10 1.29 0.76 2.05 0.59 1.4( 
50 1.21 0.42 0.90 2.11 1.32 1.49 0.64 -0.17 1.01 0.88 1.89 0.60 1.25 
25 1.21 0.41 1.09 2.30 1.50 1.54 0.76 -0.04 1.19 0.96 2.15 0.72 1.42 
10 1.22 0.42 0.81 2.03 1.23 1.48 0.65 -0.25 1.19 0.61 1.80 0.53 1.27 
3 100 0.84 0.29 0.54 1.38 0.83 0.99 0.39 -0.16 1.04 0.78 1.82 0.80 1.0 
50 0.88 0.23 0.63 1.51 0.86 1.10 0.50 -0.24 0.88 0.41 1.29 0.48 0.81 
10 0.95 0.25 0.60 1.55 0.85 1.21 0.34 -0.36 0.71 0.40 1.11 0.40 0.71 
* Columns A: Values of P obtained from analyses of feeds 
Columns B: Values are estimates of the water-soluble fraction of P, it being assumed that 80 of P in hay and 40 % 
of P in concentrates was water-soluble (Mäkelä 1967) 
The small intestin,e is generally agreed to be the 
main site of Mg absorption (SMITH, 1969), but 
the results of ROGERS and VAN'T KLOOSTER 
(1969) showed that Mg absorption occured from 
the stomachs (reticulo-rumen omasum 
abomasum), -with little or no net absorption 
behind the proximal duodenum. It was suggested 
that the omasum may be vety important for Mg 
absorption. Net Mg absorption from the rumen 
appears to be negligible except when the Mg 
concentration in the rumen is vety high 
(STEWART and MOODIE 1956). 
In the total flow of water-soluble (ws) cations 
(Na K Ca 	Mg) the proportion of 
Mg averaged 4 %. The role played by Mg in 
the neutralization on these diets is of the same 
magnitude as that of Ca and cannot be concidered 
great. 
The results obtained by LAMPILA (1965) with 
two experimental diets indicate that Mg may 
have more importance than Ca as a neutralizing 
agent, but the concentration. of Mg in the rumen 
fluid of the animals on those diets was about 
twice as high as in this study (cf. POUTIAINEN 
1970 b, p. 352). 
Phosphorus (P) 
The total input of phosphorus (HPO 4) varied 
from 4.03 equiv. (62 g) to 1.38 equiv. (21 g) per 
12 hours. On an average the salivary P accounted 
for 42 % of the total input of P and 59 % of the 
total input of the estimated water-soluble 
fraction of P. Thus the sauva appeared to be of 
great importance in maintaining the input of P 
into the reticulo-rumen. 
The input of P decreased with decreasing dry 
matter intake, but the flow of P per kg DM 
eaten increased slightly. 
The dosage of NaC1 did not affect the flow of 
P, even when the salivary flow decreased with 
decreasing dosage of NaC1 (POUTIAINEN 1968). 
It appeared that the concentration of P in the 
sauva and thus in the rumen fluid (POUTIAINEN 
1970 b, p. 353) was higher at zero NaC1 dosage, 
which compensated for the slower flow of sauva. 
The flow of P -was generally lower the pro-
portion of long hay was 10 or 25 %, than when 
it was 50 or 100 %. These differences can be 
explained by corresponding differences in the 
salivary flow. 
The outflow of soluble P was on an average 
65 % of the total input of P and 104 % of the 
inflow of the estimated water-soluble fraction. 
Thus about 1/3 of the phosphorus input passed 
undissolved through the reticulo-rumen. The 
outflow of P was slightly greater than the inflow 
of water-soluble P, but this difference is probably 
covered by the standard error of the flow meas-
urements (cf. POUTIAINEN 1968). Part of the P 
in the dicalcium phosphate which was not 
included in the calculations of the water-soluble 
fraction, was possibly soluble in the rumen fluid. 
Nevertheless, the net influx or absorption of P 
with these diets was negligible. This result is in 
agreement with the results of PARTHASARATHY 
et al. (1952) and HYDffi\T (1961). ROGERS and 
VAN'T KLOOSTER (1969) reported some 
absorption of P from the stomachs of the cow 
but the main site of P absorption was found 
to be the small intestine, as has been con,cluded 
in many other investigations (BRUCE et al. 1966, 
SMITH 1969). 
Chloride (Cl) 
The values for the flow of the Cl ion are given 
in Tables 3 and 4. The total input of Cl with 
different diets varied from 3.85 equiv. (135 g) 
to 0.96 equiv. (34 g). On an average, the salivary 
Cl accounted for 44 % of these amounts. The 
level of DM intake as such did not affect the 
flow of Cl per kg of DM eaten. The dosage of Cl 
naturally exerted a pronounced effect on the 
total input of Cl but its effect on the outflow 
was much less noticeable. The reason for this 
was that excess dosage Cl was evidently absorbed 
from the reticulo-rumen. The results indicate 
that with the NaC1 dosage levels of 100, 50 and 0 
giday the Cl absorbed (difference: inflow—
outflow) amounted to 62, 58 and 43 % of the 
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Fig. 2. The total input in the diet (D), in the diet 	sauva 
(DS), and the outflow from the rumen (OF) in soluble 
form of sodium (Na), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), 
magnesium (Mg), phosphorus (P) and chloride (Cl) with 
diets containing different proportions of long hay. 
NaCI, g/day 1-100 --I 
	 1_ 0 _I 
Na g/kg DM 	4.6 3.7 
	
0.7 
Fig. 1. The total input in the diet (D), in the diet 	sauva 
(DS), and the outflow from the rumen (OF) in soluble 
form of sodium (Na), potassium (K), calcium (Ca), 
magnesium (Mg), phosphorus (P) and chloride (Cl) at 
different levels of NaC1 dosage. 
HYDEN (1961) with rumen-fistulated sheep the 
absorption of Cl was 41 % of the initial amount 
of Cl in the rumen. The PEG technique was used 
in his experiments. Further evidence for the 
absorption of Cl was provided by the fact that 
the concentration of Cl in the rumen fluid was not 
affected by the dosage of NaC1 or other dietary 
factors (c£ POUTIAINEN 1970 b). 
The flow of Cl was less when the proportion 
of long hay in the diet was 10 or 25 % than 
when it was 50 or 100 %. This was due to the 
differences in the flow of sauva. (PourrAINEN 
1968). 
It has been shown that the chloride ion is 
absorbed from the rumen against the concen-
tration gradient between the rumen fluid and 
the plasma (SPERBER and HYDEN 1952 HYDEN 
1961). PARTHASARATHY and PHILLIPSON (1953) 
showed that chloride was absorbed from the 
rumen if its concentration was more than 30 m. 
mole/1. The electrochemical gradient was also  
found to be involved in the movement of 
chloride through the rumen wall (DossoN and 
PHILLIPSON 1958). 
The total input and flow of cations 
The amounts of different cations consumed, 
their total input into the rumen and the total flow 
of soluble cations out of the rumen through the 
R-0 orifice are given in Figures 1 and 2. 
The level of DM intake had no consistent 
effect on the input or outflow values calculated 
per kg DM eaten. The total intake of cations per 
kg DM eaten increased slightly with a decrease 
in the DM intake. 
The total intake of cations per kg DM eaten 
was fairly consta.nt. It was highest when the diet 
consisted solely of hay, owing to the high amount 
of K, and lowest when the NaC1 dosage was 
zero, owing to the low amount of Na. 
The K and Ca cations are the most abundantly 
represented in ali the diets, together constituting 
about 70 % of the total amount of cations in the 
diet when the animal is receiving a sufficient 
amount of Na (100 and 50 g NaCl/day). Na 
constitutes about 64 % of the total input of 
cations and about 75 % of the outflow. When 
the NaC1 dosage was zero, the proportion of Na 
21 
in the total input of cations was 43-49 %. The 
proportion of K in the total input was about 
18 % except when the salt level was zero, when 
it was about 40 %. Na K accounted for 
about 90-92 % of the flow of dissolved cations 
with ali the studied diets. This supports the view 
that Na and K bicarbonates and phosphates are 
of primary importance as neutralizing agents in. 
the TUIIIC11 fluid (POUTIAINEN 1970 a). 
Only minor amounts of Ca and Mg were 
contributed by the saliva and, owing to the low 
solubility (cf. p. 16-17) of the dietary Ca and Mg 
salts, their proportion in the outflow of dissoived 
mineral elements was very low. Consequently 
their role as neutralizing agents is evidently of 
minor importance. As mentioned earlier (p. 16), 
no significant amounts of any of these cations 
were absorbed from the reticulo-rumen. 
Summary 
A study was made of the input of Ca, Mg, P 
and Cl into the rumen and the outflow through 
the R-0 orifice, with special reference to the 
effects of (1) different levels of dry matter intake 
(3-14 kg/day), (2) the addition of sodium 
chloride to the ration (0, 50 and 100 g/day) and 
(3) various proportions of long hay in the ration 
(100, 50, 25, 10 % of DM). 
The relative importance of the diet and the 
saliva for the supply of these mineral elements 
and their absorption from the rumen were 
investigated. Two cows equipped with rumen 
fistulas were used as experimental animals. 
The flow of fluid through the reticulo-omasal 
orifice was determined using PEG as an indica-
tor. The flow of saliva was calculated by sub-
stracting the total water intake from the total 
flow of fluid (PouriAINEN 1968). The flow of Ca, 
Mg, P and Cl were determined by multiplying 
the mean concentrations in the saliva and in the 
rumen fluid with the respective volumes. The 
values given by MÄKELÄ (1967) were employed 
when estimating the water-soluble fractions of 
the Ca, Mg and P. The mineral additions (dical-
cium phosphate and sodium chloride) were 
included in the intake and flow calculations. 
The results of these studies were as follows. 
(1) The input of calcium varied from 1.89 
equiv. (38 g) to 0.80 equiv. (16 g) per 12 hours. 
The amount of Ca contributed by the saliva was 
only about 4 % of the total amount of Ca enter-
ing the reticulo-rumen. Thus the Ca in the rumen 
is mainly of directly dietary origin. 
The outflow of soluble Ca through the 
orifice was only about 28 % of the total 
input. This low value indicates the low solubility 
of Ca salts in the rumen fluid. No net absorption 
of Ca was revealed by the comparison of the 
estimated water-soluble fraction of the inflowing 
Ca with the outflow of dissolved Ca. 
The input of Mg varied from 1.41 equiv. 
(17 g) to 0.21 equiv. (3 g) per 12 hours. The 
proportion of salivary Mg averaged 8.3 % of 
the total inflow of Mg, and the dietary Mg was 
the main factor affecting the amount of Mg in 
the rumen. 
The outflow of soluble Mg was, on an 
average 62 % of the total input of Mg. This 
indicates that the solubility of the Mg salts was 
better than that of the Ca salts. There did not 
appear to be any net absorption of Mg from 
the reticulo-rumen. 
The total input of P varied from 4.03 
equiv. (62 g) to 1.38 equiv. (21 g) per 12 hours. 
The salivary P accounted for 42 % of the total 
input of P. The salivary P thus appeared to he of 
great importance in maintaining the flow of P 
into the rumen. 
The outflow of soluble P was, on an 
average 65 % of the total input of P and the 
remainder evidently flowed undissolved out 
of the rumen. These observations suggest that 
the absorption of P from the reticulo-rumen was 
negligible. 
The input of Cl varied from 3.85 equiv. 
(135 g) to 0.95 equiv. (34 g) per 12 hours. On 
22 
an average the salivary Cl accounted for 44 % 
of these arnounts. When no NaC1 supplement 
was given in the diet, the salivary Cl was 58 % 
of the total input of Cl. 
(8) The outflow of Cl was considerably lower 
than the total input. Since chlorides are water-
soluble the difference indicates the absorption 
of Cl from the rumen. Calculations showed that 
from 43 to 62 % of the Cl input was absorbed 
from the reticulo-rumen. 
In the total intake of the four cations 
expressed as equivalents the proportions were 
as follows: Na 16 %, K 37 %, Ca 33 % and 
Mg 14%. 
In the flow of water-soluble cations the 
percentages of Na, K, Ca and Mg were 71, 21, 
4 and 4, respectively. The ratio Na:K was 
affected by the Na intake. 
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SELOSTUS 
Lehmän pötsinesteen tärkeimmät kivennäisaineet II. Kalsiumin, magnesiumin, fosforin ja 
kloorin tulo pötsiin, poistuminen nestevirtauksen mukana ja imeytyminen 
ESKO POUTIAINEN 
Maatalouden tutkimuskeskus, Kotieläinhoidon tutkimuslaitos, Tikkurila 
Tutkimuksessa selvitettiin kalsiumin (Ca), magnesiu-
min (Mg), fosforin (P), ja kloorin (Cl) pötsiin 12 tunnin 
ruokintaväleinä tulleet kokonaismäärät sekä verkkomaha-
satakerran aukosta liuoksen mukana pötsistä poistuneet 
liukoisten kivennäisten määrät kahdellakymmenellä eri 
ruokinnalla. Erityistä huomiota kiinnitettiin tällöin seu-
raavien ruokinnallisten tekijäin vaikutuksiin: 1) syödyn 
kuiva-aineen määrä (3-14 kg/pv), 2) ruokasuolan 
(NaC1) annostus (0, 50 ja 100 g/pv), sekä 3) pitkän heinän 
osuus kuiva-aineesta (100, 50, 25 ja 10 %). Syljen osuus 
kunkin kivennäisalkuaineen tuojana pötsiin selvitettiin. 
Koe-eläiminä käytettiin kahta pötsifistelillä varustettua 
lehmää. 
Verkkomaha-satakerran aukosta tapahtunut nestevir-
taus määritettiin käyttäen polyetylenglykolia (PEG) vesi-
liukoisena johtoaineena. Syljen määrä laskettiin vähentä-
mällä kokonaisnestevirtauksesta juomaveden ja rehujen 
sisältämän veden osuus. Ca:n, Mg:n, P:n ja Cl:n virtaus 
laskettiin kertomalla kunkin kivennäisalknaineen. keski-
määräinen konsentraatio syljessä ja pötsinesteessä vastaa-
villa nestevolymeilla. 
MÄKELÄn (1967) rehujen Cadle, Mg:lle ja P:lle määrit-
tämiä arvoja vesiliukoisuuksista käytettiin hyväksi sanot-
tujen kivennäisaineiden vesiliukoisten fraktioiden vir-
tausta laskettaessa. Kivennäisainelisäykset (rehufosfaatti 
ja ruokasuola) on sisällytetty kivennäisaineiden sisään-
tuloa ja virtausta koskeviin laskelmiin. Tutkimusten 
tulokset olivat seuraavat: 
Kalsiumia tuli pötsiin 12 tunnissa kaikkiaan 1.89-
0.80 ekvivalenttia (38-16 g). Syljessä tuli pötsiin Ca:n 
kokonaismäärästä vain noin 4 %. Siten pötsin Ca on pää-
asiassa suoranaisesti rehujen kalsiumia. 
Liukoista kalsiumia poistui verkkomaha-sata-
kerran aukon kautta pötsistä vain noin 28 % pötsiin tul-
leen Ca:n kokonaismäärästä. Tämä alhainen arvo ilmentää 
Ca-suolojen huonoa liukoisuutta pötsinesteessä. Pötsiin 
tulleen vesiliukoisen Ca:n ja pötsistä nestevirrassa poistu- 
neen Ca:n määrien vertailu osoitti ettei Ca:n nettoimeyty-
mistä pötsistä ilmeisesti tapahtunut. 
Magnesiumia tuli pötsiin 12 tunnissa kaikkiaan 
1.41-0.21 ekvivalenttia (17-3 g). Syljen osuus pötsiin 
tulleen Mg:n kokonaismäärästä oli keskimäärin 8.3 %, 
joten rehujen Mg oli pääasiallisin pötsin Mg:n lähde. 
Liukoista magnesiumia poistui verkkomaha-sata-
kerran aukon kautta pötsistä 62 % Mg:n pötsiin tulleesta 
kokonaismäärästä. Tämä ilmentää, että Mg-suolojen 
liukoisuus pötsinesteessä on parempi kuin Ca-suolojen. 
Mg:n nettoimeytymistä pötsistä ei laskelmien mukaan 
tapahtunut. 
Fosforia tuli pötsiin 12 tunnissa eri ruokinnoilla 
4.03-1.38 ekvivalenttia (62-21 g). Syljen P:n osuus 
näistä määristä oli keskimäärin 42 %. Siten sylki oli tärkeä 
pötsin läpi tapahtuvan fosforin virtauksen ylläpitäjä. 
Liukoista fosforia poistui pötsistä nestevirrassa 
verkkomaha-satakerran aukosta 65 % pötsiin tulleen 
fosforin kokonaismäärästä, ja loppu poistui pötsistä 
liukenemattomana. Tulokset osoittivat, ettei fosforin 
nettoimeytymistä pötsistä tapahtunut. 
Klooria tuli pötsiin 12 tunnissa 3.85-0.96 ekvi-
valenttia (135-34 g). Keskimäärin syljessä tuli pötsiin 
44 % näistä määristä. Dieeteillä, joilla ruokasuolaa ei 
annettu, syljen osuus Cl:n tuojana oli suurempi, keski-
määrin 58 %. 
Kloorin poistuminen pötsistä nestevirran mukana 
oli huomattavasti pienempi kuin pötsiin tullut kloorin 
määrä. Koska kloridit ovat vesiliukoisia, ero osoittaa 
Cl:n imeytymistä pötsistä. Laskelmat osoittivat, että 
43-62 % pötsiin tulleesta Cl:sta imeytyi 
Rehuissa tulleiden neljän kationin yhteismäärä 
jakautui ekvivalentteina ilmaistuna seuraavasti: Na 16 %, 
K 37 %, Ca 33 % ja Mg 14%. 
Vesiliukoisten kationien verkkomaha-satakerran 
aukosta tapahtuvassa virtauksessa Na:n, K:n, Ca:n ja 
Mg:n osuudet olivat vastaavasti 71, 21, 4 ja 4 %. Dieetin 
Na-pitoisuus vaikutti Na:K -suhteeseen tässä virtauksessa. 
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Saapunut 18. 3. 1970 
Vuonna 1964 aloitettiin Maatalouden tutki-
muskeskuksessa Hämeen koeasemalla laidunkoe, 
jonka tarkoituksena oli selvittää runsaan typpi-
lannoituksen käytön mahdollisuuksia laidunnur-
mella. Tällöin oli jo tunnettua, että typpilannoit-
teet olivat suhteellisen halpoja ja että niitä käyt-
tämällä saatiin nurmista erittäin suuria satoja. 
Ei ollut kuitenkaan varmaa, voivatko eläimet 
vaaratta käyttää tällä tavoin tuotetun sadon 
hyväkseen, varsinkin kun runsaasta typen käy-
töstä oli joitakin kielteisiä kokemuksia (JÄNTTI ja 
KÖYLIJÄRVI 1964, SAARINEN 1957, SAARINEN ja 
JÄNTTI 1955). 
Kokeisiin otettiin vain kaksi typpitasoa, koska 
kumpikin koejäsen oli tarkoitus laiduntaa omalla 
eläinryhmällään. Typpitasoiksi valittiin 100 ja 
300 kg/ha puhdasta typpeä. Pienemmän määrän 
katsottiin vastaavan tasoa, joka silloin oli käy-
tännössä keskitason yläpuolella, mutta samalla 
varmasti myös niin pieni, ettei se aiheuttanut 
mitään haittavaikutuksia. Suurempi määrä taas 
oli sellainen, jonka oletettiin jo mahdollisesti 
aiheuttavan eläimissä jonkinlaisia häiriöitä. 
Tulokset vastaavanlaisesta kokeesta Etelä-
Savon koeasemalla on julkaistu jo aikaisemmin 
(Huo KUNA 1968). 
Koeolot 
Koe järjestettiin Hämeen koeasemalla alueelle, 
joka on suurimmaksi osaksi hietamaata. Nurmet 
olivat alussa kasvilajistoltaan ja iältään vaihtele-
via. Osa niistä oli vanhoja ja niiden valtalaji oli 
niittynurmikka. Myös juolavehnää oli runsaasti. 
Nuoremmat nurmet olivat enimmäkseen nurmi-
natavaltaisia. Kokeen kestäessä perustettiin koe-
nurmien uusimiseksi aluksi sekä nurminata- että 
koiranheinävaltaisia nurmia. Myöhemmin perus-
tettiin yksinomaan koiranheinävaltaisia nurmia. 
Siemenseokset sisälsivät hehtaaria kohden 5 
kg puna-apilaa, 1 kg valkoapilaa, 15 kg nurmi-
nataa tai 15-25 kg koiranheinää sekä 7 kg ita-
lialaista raiheinää, jota käytettiin vain nurminata-
lohkoilla. Nurmet perustettiin keväällä ilman 
suojaviljaa ja laiduntaminen aloitettiin jo samana 
kesänä. Eräällä lohkolla käytettiin koiranheinän 
kanssa timotein asemesta englantilaista raiheinää. 




Koejäsenet ja kokeen järjestely 
Kuten edellä mainittiin, koejäsenet olivat 100 
ja 300 kg/ha N. Typpilannoitteena käytettiin 
oulunsalpietaria, joka sisältää n. 50 % ammo-
nium- ja 50 % nitraattityppeä. Levitysmäärät 
olivat 400 ja 1 200 kg/ha. Typpi annettiin neljänä 
yhtä suurena eränä. PK-lannoitus oli vuosittain 
400 kg superfosfaattia ja 150 kg 50 %:n kali-
suolaa hehtaarille. 
Koealueen suuruus oli vuosittain 7.5-9.2 ha. 
Se oli jaettu seitsemään peruslohkoon, joista 
vuosittain uusittiin yksi tai kaksi. Peruslohkot 
jaettiin kahtia, ja koejäsenet sijoitettiin arpomalla 
näille osalohkoille. Koeaseman koko karja oli 
mukana kokeessa. Se oli jaettu suhteessa 5:7 
siten, että pienempää ryhmää laidunnettiin pie-
nemmän typpimäärän saaneilla lohkoilla sekä 
päinvastoin. Nautayksikkömäärät hehtaaria koh-
den olivat vuosittain vastaavasti 2.6 ja 3.6. 
Lohkopareja pyrittiin käsittelemään samalla 
tavalla. Lohkoja vaihdettiin kummallakin ryh-
mällä samanaikaisesti. Mikäli ruohoa jäi paljon, 
suoritettiin puhdistusniitto. Jos alkukesällä oli 
tarpeen niittää ylimäärä säilörehuksi tai heinäksi, 
niitettiin aina koko lohkopari. Kuiva-ainemää-
rää ennen syöttöä tai niittoa seurattiin koeala-
nfittojen avulla. Kymmenestä arpomalla määrä-
tystä kohdasta lohkoa leikattiin saksilla 0.25 
m2:n suuruinen ala 5 cm:n sänkeen. Tästä ruo-
hosta otettiin näytteet myös kemiallisia määri-
tyksiä ja kasvianalyysejä varten. 
Lehmät punnittiin laidunkauden alussa ja 
lopussa sekä kerran sen aikana. Kummankin 
ryhmän maito punnittiin erikseen. Lypsypai-
kalla lehmille annettiin punnittu määrä kaura-
jauhoa lypsyhyvikkeeksi. Määrä oli 600-700 g 
lehmää kohti. 
Köeajan sää 
Kasvukauden kuukausien keskilämpötilat ja sademäärät olivat: 
V VI 
keskilämpötila C° 
VII 	VIII IX V 
sademaara mm 
VI 	VII 	VIII IX 
1964 	  8.9 13.7 15.8 13.9 9.7 43 31 47 64 67 
1965  6.7 14.7 14.1 13.8 12.0 10 23 66 66 46 
1966 	  9.0 16.8 17.0 13.9 8.2 12 57 63 56 62 
1967  8.9 13.4 16.6 15.9 11.9 50 41 36 127 71 
1968 	  7.2 16.3 15.1 15.6 9.7 54 38 32 90 67 
Sääolot vaihtelivat eri koevuosina. Vuosina 
1964 ja 1965 oli touko—kesäkuussa pitkiä pouta-
jaksoja. Kesä 1964 oli koekausista kylmin. Sekä 
kosteuden että lämpötilan suhteen oli kesä 1965 
edullisin. Koska maaperä koealueella on hikevää  
hietaa, on sademäärillä vähäisempi vaikutus sato-
tuloksiin. Alkukesän poutakaudet eivät vaikuta 
juuri mitään. Lämpötilalla sen sijaan lienee 
suurempi vaikutus satotulosten vuotuisvaihte-
luun. 
Nurmien talvehtiminen 
Nurmet säilyivät yleensä tiheinä yli talven. 
Talvi 1965/66 oli poikkeuksellinen ja talvituhoja 
syntyi. Tällöin tuli esiin seikka, joka havaittiin 
muuallakin. Pahimmin kärsivät nimittäin lohkot, 
jotka olivat saaneet eniten typpeä. 100 typpi- 
kilon lohkoilla oli talvehtimis-% keskimäärin 
71 ja 300 kilon lohkoilla vain 57. Talvituhot 
aiheutuivat pääasiassa sienitaudeista. Syytä typpi-
tasojen väliseen eroon ei toistaiseksi ole var-
masti pystytty selvittämään. 
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Taulukko 1. Kasvilajikoostumus prosentteina tuorepainosta koiranheinävaltaisella siemenseoksella perustetuissa eri 
ikäisissä nurmissa 
Typpilannoitus 100 kg/ha 1 v. 2v. 3v. 
Nurmen ikä 
4 v. 5 v: 6 v. keskim. 
Puna-apila 	  6.7 5.3 2.4 2.6 1.2 0.2 3.1 
Valkoapila  1.1 5.8 4.1 7.1 4.1 7.9 5.0 
Timotei 	  21.7 25.2 18.1 15.0 16.0 6.7 17.1 
Koiranheinä 	  40.6 41.0 33.6 28.8 24.1 25.2 32.2 
Nurminata  0.6 0.9 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.4 
N.nurmikka 	  0.0 11.1 17.2 16.6 22.6 36.1 17.3 
Voikukka  0.0 1.4 3.9 0.9 2.0 0.7 1.5 
Juolavehnä 	  0.3 6.5 14.2 22.4 21.9 18.4 13.9 
Muut rikkaruohot 	  29.0 2.8 6.3 6.6 7.5 4.8 9.5 
Typpilannoitus 300 kg/ha 
Puna-apila 	  10.2 1.6 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.0 2.0 
Valkoapila  2.8 2.5 0.6 2.0 0.3 1.4 1.6 
Timotei 	  29.3 23.5 14.3 7.3 14.9 3.3 15.4 
Koiranheinä 	  32.7 45.0 39.3 18.4 8.6 8.5 25.4 
Nurminata  0.4 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.2 
N.nurmikka 	  0.0 15.5 19.9 39.4 34.0 48.3 26.2 
Voikukka  0.0 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.0 0.3 0.9 
Juolavehnä 	  0.1 7.1 18.4 22.2 35.8 29.6 18.9 
Muut rikkaruohot 	  24.5 3.4 5.9 9.0 4.9 8.5 9.4 
Kasvilajiston kehitys 
Kasvilajikoostumusta seurattiin ottamalla koe-
alaniittoj en yhteydessä näytteet kultakin lohkolta 
kolme kertaa kesässä. Ne analysoitiin heti tuo-
reeltaan. Tuloksia on vasta vuodesta 1965 lähtien, 
sillä ensimmäisenä koevuotena ei otettu mitään 
näytteitä. Tulokset ovat taulukoissa 1 ja 2. 
Yksi merkillepantava piirre kasvilajikoostu-
muksen kehityksessä oli luonnonvaraisten kas-
vien nopea lisääntyminen. Useissa tapauksissa 
jo neljännen vuoden nurmessa oli niittynurmi-
kan osuus suurempi kuin minkään muun kasvin. 
Sen osuuteen tosin sisältyivät myös punanata ja 
röllit, mutta kumpaakin oli yleensä hyvin vähän. 
Juolavehnän osuus lisääntyi myös miltei poik-
keuksetta nurmen iän mukana. Sen ja niittynur-
mikan yhteinen osuus oli jo neljännen vuoden 
nurmessa lähes 50 % tai sen yli. 300 typpikilon 
lohkoilla oli juolavehnää neljännen vuoden nur-
messa hyvin paljon. Luonnonvaraisia kasveja oli 
niillä n. 80 %. Nurminadan osuus kasvustossa 
jäi yllättävän pieneksi. Toisen vuoden nurmessa 
se oli suurimmillaan, mutta ei juuri noussut yli 
20 %:n, ja jo neljännen vuoden nurmissa se oli 
varsinkin 300 typpikilon lohkoilla merkityksetön. 
Koiranheinäseoksella perustettuja nurmia oli 
jopa kuuden vuoden ikäisiä. Tosin vain yhtä 
Taulukko 2. Kasvilajikoostumus prosentteina tuorepai- 
nosta nurminatavaltaisella siemenseoksella perustetuissa 
eri ikäisissä nurmissa 
Typpilann. 100 kg/ha 
1 v. 2 v. 
Nurmen ikä 
3 v. 4 v. keskhn. 
Puna-apila 	 3.2 5.8 1.6 0.3 2.7 
Valkoapila  2.8 10.4 7.7 5.6 6.6 
Timotei 	 12.1 38.1 26.9 15.2 23.1 
Koiranheinä 	 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.4 0.2 
Nurminata  7.1 21.3 19.4 13.4 15.3 
It. raiheinä 	 50.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 12.8 
N.nurmikka  0.9 3.6 14.2 32.9 12.9 
Voikukka 	 0.5 3.0 3.0 4.0 2.6 
Juolavehnä  10.3 10.2 19.7 21.3 15.4 
Muut rikkaruohot 	 12.6 7.0 7.3 6.8 8.4 
Typpilann. 300 kg/ha 
Puna-apila 	 1.6 3.4 1.1 0.1 1.6 
Valkoapila  2.0 11.6 8.4 2.1 6.0 
Timotei 	....... 	 13.3 36.1 17.5 10.0 19.2 
Koiranheinä 	 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 
Nurminata  2.8 16.8 15.0 2.9 9.4 
It. raiheinä 	 47.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 11.9 
N.nurmikka  2.2 4.4 13.6 31.1 12.8 
Voikukka 	 0.7 2.2 1.1 2.0 1.5 
Juolavehnä  16.6 15.2 34.1 46.0 28.0 
Muut rikkaruohot 13.5 10.2 9.0 5.8 9.6 
nurmea pidettiin kuusi vuotta. Yleensä ne kyn-
nettiin neljän vuoden jälkeen kuten nurminata-
seoksellakin perustetut lohkot. Myös koiran-
heinän osuus oli suurimmillaan toisena vuotena 
ja se ylitti silloin 40 %, ja vielä neljännenkin 
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vuoden nurmessa sitä oli selvästi enemmän kuin 
nurminataa vastaavilla nurmilla. Yleensä nurmi-
nataa ja koiranheinää pidetään parempina typen 
hyväksikäyttäjinä kuin timoteita ja luonnon-
varaisia heiniä. Hämeen koeaseman laitumilla 
tämä ei kuitenkaan tullut selvästi esiin, koska 
niittynurmikka ja juolavehnä muodostivat niin 
suuren osan kasvustosta. 
Timoteita oli nataseoksella perustetuilla loh-
koilla selvästi enemmän kuin nurminataa. Sen 
osuus oli samoin kuin nurminadankin suurim-
millaan toisen vuoden nurmilla. Koiranheinä-
seoksella perustetuilla lohkoilla timotein osuus 
jäi vähäiseksi. Se vaihteli jonkin verran eri vuo-
sina. Jos talvi oli koiranheinälle epäedullinen, 
nousi timotein osuus seuraavana kesänä. Timo-
teita oli yleensä hiukan enemmän 100 kuin 300 
typpikilon lohkoilla. 
Juolavehnän keskimääräinen osuus oli melko 
suuri. Se näytti hyötyvän typpilannoituksesta, 
koska sitä oli enemmän 300 typpikilon lohkoilla. 
Erityisen paljon juolavehnää oli neljännen vuo-
den nurminatanurmissa runsaalla typpilannoi-
tuksella. Määrä oli lähes 50 %. Näytti siltä, että 
voimaperäinenkään laidunviljely ei vähennä juo-
lavehnää ainakaan silloin, kun ruohon hyväksi-
käyttö ei ole tehokkainta mahdollista. Yhdellä 
lohkoparilla oli köiranheinän kanssa timotein 
asemesta englantilaista raiheinää. Sitä oli ensim-
mäisenä vuonna yli 50 %, mutta tämän jälkeen 
sen osuus laski nopeasti. Toisena vuonna sitä 
oli jo alle 20 % ja neljännen vuoden nurmessa 
alle 10 %. 
Se, että nurminata ja koiranheinä eivät muo-
dostuneet todellisiksi valtakasveiksi, johtunee 
useista syistä. Maalaji ei ilmeisesti ollut koiran-
heinälle erityisen sopiva. Sen sijaan se oli hyvin 
sopiva niittynurmikalle. Toisaalta taas nurmi-
nata näytti kärsineen italialaisesta raiheinästä, 
joka kasvoi rehevästi ensimmäisenä vuonna. 
Sen hävittyä jäi nurmeen aukkoja, joihin niitty-
nurmikan oli helppo levitä. 
Kuiva-aineen määrä 
Kuiva-aineen määrää seurattiin ensimmäistä 
koevuotta lukuunottamatta joka kesä niittämällä 
lohkoilta koeal oja . Kuiva -aine määrät ja prosen-
tit koejäsenittäin esitetään taulukossa 3. 








1965 1 020 18.3 
1966 1 970 19.3 
1967 1 550 17.7 
1968 1 210 18.5 
Keskim. 1 440 18.5 
Enemmän typpeä saaneilla lohkoilla oli kuiva-
ainetta säännöllisesti enemmän kuin toisella koe-
jäsenellä. Vuonna 1966 kuiva-aineen määrä 
ennen syöttöä oli suurempi kuin muina vuosina. 
Se oli selvästi liian suuri tullakseen tehokkaasti 
hyväksikäytetyksi. Tämä näkyy myös kyseisen 
vuoden satotuloksissa. Koejäsenten välille ei 
nimittäin tullut juuri eroa. Vuosina 1965 ja 
1968 oli kuiva-ainemäärä varsinkin 100 typpi-
kilon lohkoilla keskimäärin pienehkö, joten lai-
duntaminen muodostui nurmen kannalta anka-
raksi. Näiden vuosien sadot jäivätkin kyseisellä 
1 280 	16.9 
2 200 	18.3 
1 710 	17.0 
1 390 	17.5 
300 kg/ha N 
Kuiva-aine 
kg/ha .  
1 650 	17.4 koejäsenellä pienemmiksi kuin muiden vuosien. 
Ruohon laatu 
Raakavalkuainen ja raaka kuilu 
Taulukossa 4 esitetään ruohon raakavalkuais-
ja kuitupitoisuudet vuosittain ja koejäsenittäin. 
Typpilannoituksella oli selvä vaikutus ruohon 
raakavalkuaispitoisuuteen. 300 kiloa typpeä saa-
neilla lohkoilla oli raakavalkuaista ruohon kuiva-
aineessa vuosittain 4-5 prosenttiyksikköä enem- 
Taulukko 4. Laidunruohon raakavalkuais- ja raakakuitu-





1965 	  20.5 26.2 24.3 22.8 
1966  20.8 25.3 24.1 22.9 
1967 	  21.2 26.0 23.8- 22.8 
1988  21.7 25.6 22.7 22.1 
Keskim. 21.1 25.8 23.7 22.7 
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Taulukko 5. Laidunruohon kivennäispitoisuudet prosentteina kuiva-aineesta 
Vuosi 
100 N 300 N 100 N 
Ca 
300 N 100 N 
Mg 
300 N 100 N 
K 
300 N 100 N 
Na 
300 N 
1966 	  0.38 0.36 0.63 0.62 0.18 0.20 3.98 3.94 0.012 0.019 
1967  0.39 0.39 0.54 0.57 0.18 0.22 3.33 3.42 0.010 0.012 
1968 	  0.39 0.40 0.53 0.50 0.20 0.23 3.64 3.92 0.012 0.016 
Keskim. 0.39 	0.38 	0.57 	0.56 0.19 	0.22 3.65 	3.76 0.011 0.016 
män kuin 100 typpikilon lohkoilla. Tämä mer-
kitsee sitä, että ensinmainituilla lohkoilla oli 
ennen syöttöä keskimäärin 120 kg/ha enemmän 
raakavalkuaista kuin jälkimmäisillä. Raakavalku-
aispitoisuudet vaihtelivat vuosittain hyvin vähän. 
Typen raakakuitupitoisuutta vähentävä vaiku-
tus ei ollut yhtä selvä. Ero oli joka vuosi saman 
suuntainen, mutta keskimäärin vain yksi pro-
s enttiyksikkö. 
Kivennäispitoisuus 
Kolmena viimeisenä koevuotena voitiin nIO-
honäytteistä tehdä myös kivennäisanalyysejä. 
Taulukossa 5 esitetään fosfori-, kalsium-, mag-
nesium-, kalium- ja natriumpitoisuudet. 
Eri kivennäisaineiden pitoisuudet ovat suu-
ruusluokaltaan samoja kuin esim. eräiden eng-
lantilaisten ja hollantilaisten tutkimusten mukaan 
(T'HART 1964 ja WHITEHEAD 1966). Suurimman  
poikkeuksen tekee natrium, jonka pitoisuus oli 
em. tutkimusten mukaan lähes kymmenkertai-
nen verrattuna taulukon 5 lukuihin. Typpilan-
noituksella ei ollut vaikutusta fosfori- ja kalsium-
pitoisuuksiin. Sen sijaan magnesiumin ja natriu-
min osuus lisääntyi typpilannoitusta lisättäessä. 
Tulos vastaa mm. Englannissa tehtyjä havain-
toja (WHITEHEAD 1966). Kaliumin pitoisuus 
nousi myös hiukan, mutta lisäys oli selvä vasta 
viimeisenä koevuotena. Tämä johtunee siitä, 
että kasveille käyttökelpoisen kalin määrä lisään-
tyi maassa kokeen kestäessä, ja vasta tällöin 
typpilannoitus alkoi vaikuttaa kaliumpitoisuutta 
lisäävästi. 
Kivennäispitoisuuksien vaihtelu kasvukauden 
aikana oli eri koevuosina jonkin verran erilaista. 
Tulosten perusteella on kuitenkin todettavissa, 
että Mg, Na ja K lisääntyivät syksyä kohden ja 
että Ca-pitoisuus on suurimmillaan keskikesällä 
ja P-pitoisuus pienimmillään keskikesällä. 
Rehuyksikkö sato, maitomäärä ja laidunpäivät 
Koelaitumen sato laskettiin rehuyksikköinä 
Laidunkoeasemalla käytettyjen normilukujen 
mukaan. Ne ovat miltei samat kuin P.M.Y.:ssä 
1935 hyväksytyt normit. Satotulokset esitetään 
taulukossa 6. 
Satoero koejäsenten välillä vaihteli vuosittain. 
Se oli hyvin pieni v. 1966. Kuten taulukosta 3 
havaitaan, oli kuiva-ainemäärä ennen syöttöä 
kyseisenä vuonna selvästi suurempi kuin muina 
koevuosina. Tämän vuoksi ruohon hyväksi-
käyttö jäi heikoksi. Laskutavasta johtuen ei 
käyttämättä jäänyt ruoho tule mukaan sato-
tuloksiin, ja tämä pienentää koejäsenten välistä 
eroa. Nurmen iällä ei ollut suurta vaikutusta 














1964 	 2 740 3 470 3 160 4 050 386 495 
1965 	 2 580 3 950 2 550 3 450 285 436 
1966 	 3 210 3 490 2 800 2 870 268 352 
1967 	 3 350 4 390 3 530 4 350 318 444 
1968 	 3 160 4 110 3 400 4 050 291 405 
Keskim. 3 010 3 880 3 090 3 750 310 426 
satoon. Keskimäärin oli ensimmäisen vuoden 
nurmien sato pienin. Suurimmillaan se oli keski-
määrin kolmannen tai neljännen vuoden nur-
messa. Tätä vanhempia nurmia oli niin vähän, 
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ettei niitä otettu tässä vertailussa huomioon. 
Sadon lisääntyminen kolmanteen tai neljänteen 
vuoteen mennessä osoittaa osaltaan sitä, että 
luonnonvaraiset kasvit viihtyivät hyvin koe-
alueella. 
Sadossa oli mukana myös niittämällä korjattu 
ruoho. Se käytettiin yleensä säilörehuksi. Sen 
osuus kokonaissadosta oli hyvin pieni. 100 kg 
typpeä saaneella koejäsenellä se oli keskimäärin 
9.0 % ja 300 kg saaneella 7.7 %. 
Maitotuotosta seurattiin vuosittain punnitse-
maila joka lypsykerralla kummankin eläinryh-
män maito erikseen. Tulokset esitetään taulu-
kossa 6. Koejäsenien välisiin eroihin vaikuttavat 
osaltaan samat seikat kuin satoeroihinkin. Maito-
määrien suuruutta tarkasteltaessa on otettava 
huomioon, että koelaitumella oli lypsylehmien  
joukossa myös nuorta karjaa. Sen osuus koko 
nautayksikkömäärästä oli 14-16 %. 
Laidunkausi alkoi keskimäärin toukokuun 
viimeisenä päivänä ja päättyi 28. 9. Sen keski-
pituudeksi tuli näin ollen 120 vuorokautta. 
Taulukossa 6 esitetään nautayksikön laidunpäi-
vien määrät hehtaaria kohden. Laidunpäivät 
jakautuvat koejäsenten kesken tietenkin samassa 
suhteessa kuin eläinryhmien suuruus eli n. 5:7. 
Tämä ei koske vuotta 1964, jolloin karja ei ollut 
vielä jaettuna kahtia, vaan kumpaakin koejäsentä 
laidunnettiin samalla eläinryhmällä. 
Koko koeaikana ei kumpikaan typpimäärä 
aiheuttanut karjassa mitään häiriöitä. Tiinehty-
minen oli samanlaista molemmilla ryhmillä. 
Ryhmien välillä ei myöskään ollut eroa ripulin 
eikä muiden tautien esiintymisessä. 
Typpilannoituks en kannattavuus 
Laskettaessa lisätyn typpilannoituksen kan-
nattavuutta on maitokilon hinnaksi laskettu 
55 p ja 25-prosenttisen salpietarikilon hinnaksi  
27 p sekä hiehojen elopainokilon lisäyksen 
hinnaksi 2 mk. Tällöin päädytään seuraavaan 
laskelmaan: 
Maitomäärän lisäys keskim. 	  660 kg å 55 p = 363 mk/ha 
Hiehojen elopainon lisäys keskim  	43 » å 2:— = 86 » 
yht. 449 mk/ha 
Lisätyn typpilannoituksen hinta  	800 kg x 27 p = 216 mk 
Lisätyn typpilannoituksen ansiosta saatu voitto  	 233 mk/ha 
Lisätypellä tuotetun rehuyksikön hinnaksi tuli 
keskimäärin 25 p. Tulosta arvosteltaessa on otet-
tava huomioon kokeen suorituksessa v. 1966 
liian huonon ruohon hyväksikäytön vuoksi 
tapahtunut virhe, jota on selostettu edellä sato-
tulosten yhteydessä. Lisäksi on otettava huomi.-
oon aitaus- ym. työkustannusten väheneminen, 
koska laitumen pinta-ala on lisätyn typpilannoi-
tuksen ansiosta vähentynyt 28.5 %:11a. Ilmeisesti  
olisi päästy parempaan tulokseen, jos laidun- ja 
säilörehunurmet olisi yhdistetty ja syöttö olisi jär-
jestetty siirrettävien sähköaitojen avulla. Tällöin 
hyväksikäyttö olisi voitu säätää tarkemmaksi. 
Voimakkaalla typpilannoituksella on erityisen 
tärkeä merkitys nimenomaan meidän maas'-
samme, jossa tilat ja karjat yleensä ovat liian 
pieniä. Sen avulla pystytään pienilläkin pinta-
aloilla lisäämään karjojen kokoa. 
Päätelmät 
Hämeen koeasernalla oli v. 1964-68 laitumen 
typpilannoituskoe, jonka koejäsenet olivat 100 
ja 300 kg puhdasta typpeä hehtaarille. Koetta  
laidunnettiin kahdella eläinryhmällä, joissa oli 
sekä lypsylehmiä että nuorta karjaa. 
Koenurmien kasvilajikoostumukselle oli omi- 
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naista, että kylvetyt kasvit väistyivät nopeasti 
luonnonvaraisten tieltä. Koealueen maaperä oli 
hyvää, hikevää, runsasmultaista hietamaata, joka 
oli jo kauan ollut laitumena. Maassa oli näin 
ollen paljon luonnonvaraisten nurmikasvien sie-
mentä ja juurakoita. Talvehtimisolot tällä met-
sän ympäröimällä alueella eivät olleet edulliset 
kylvetyille kasveille, koska lumi säilyi keväällä 
maassa yleensä melko pitkään. Edellä maini-
tuista syistä pystyivät luonnonvaraiset kasvit 
kilpailussa pian voittamaan kylvetyt kasvit. 
Koealue olisi sopiva pitkäikäiselle nurmi-
tyypille. 
Kokonaisuudessaan nurmet säilyivät tavalli-
sesti hyvin talven yli. Silloin, kun talvituhoa oli, 
se harvensi pahemmin runsaammin typpeä saa-
nutta koejäsentä. 
Koejäsenellä, joka oli saanut 100 kg typpeä, 
oli kuiva-ainetta syöttöä aloitettaessa keskim.  
1 440 kg/ha. Kuiva-ainepitoisuus oli 18.5 % ja 
raakavalkuaispitoisuus 21.1 %. Vastaavat luvut 
toisella koejäsenellä olivat 1 650 kg, 17.4 % ja 
23.7 %. Raakakuitupitoisuudet olivat 100:11a 
typpikilolla 23.7 % ja 300:11a 22.7 %. Typpi-
lannoituksen lisääntyessä kalium-, natrium- ja 
magneiumpitoisuudet nousivat, kun taas fos-
fori- ja kalsiumpitoisuuksiin ei typpilannoituk-
sella ollut selvää vaikutusta. 
Rehuyksikkösadoissa oli selvä ero enemmän 
typpeä saaneen koejäsenen hyväksi. Sadot olivat 
3 010 ja 3 880 ry/ha. Myös maitoa saatiin 300:11a 
typpikilolla enemmän hehtaaria kohden kuin 
100:11a. Maitomäärät olivat 3 090 ja 3 750 kg/ha. 
Rehuyksikkösatoj en pienuus johtui suureksi 
osaksi siitä, että ruohon hyväksikäyttö ei aina 
ollut tarpeeksi tehokasta. 
Suuremmallakaan typpimäärällä ei ollut vai-
kutusta karjan terveyteen tai tiinehtyvyyteen. 
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SUMMARY 
Nitrogen fertilizing of cattle pasture 
KALLE RINNE 
Agricultural Research Centre, 
Department of Plant Husbandry, 
Tikkurila, Finland 
A nitrogen fertilizer trial was made on pasture at the 
Häme Agricultural Experiment Station from 1964-68. 
The treatments used in this experiment were 100 and 
300 kg of pure nitrogen per hectare. 
It was characteristic of the botanical composition of 
the grasses in this experiment, that the plants sown soon 
gave way to wild species. The soil at the experimental 
area was a deep and fertile fine sand with good moisture-
holding properties, long used as a pasture. Thus there 
was an abundance of wild grass seeds and roots. Winter 
MAURI TAKALA 
Agricultural Research Centre, 
Häme Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Pälkäne, Finland 
conditions in this area, which was surrounded by forest, 
were not favourable for the growth of species sown, as 
snow generally stayed on the ground until fairly late in 
the spring. For the reasons given above, the natural 
species were soon able to drive out the plants sown. 
The experimental area would be suitable for permanent 
pasture. 
The grasses, for the most part, usually stood the winter 
well. When winter damage did occur, it was worse on 
the higher nitrogen treatment. 
At the start of each grazing on the treatment, which 
had received 300 kg of nitrogen, there was, on average, 
1 440 kg/ha of dry matter. The dry matter content was 
18.5 % and the crude protein content 21.1 %. The 
corresponding figures for the other treatment were 1 650 
kg, 17.4 % and 23.7 %. The crude fibre content on the 
100 kg N treatment was 23.7 % and on the 300 kg N 
treatment 22.7 %. The potassium, sodium and magnesium 
contents increased with increasing nitrogen fertilization 
which, however, had no clear effect on the phosphorus 
and calcium contents. 
The higher nitrogen treatment improved by a clear 
margin the number of food units obtained. The yields 
were 3 010 f.u./ha and 3 880 f.u./ha. The 300 kg N treat-
ment also yielded more milk per hectare than the 100 kg 
N treatment did. The quantities of milk were 3 090 kg/ha 
and 3 750 kg/ha. The small amount of food units obtained 
stemmed mainly from the fact that utilization of the 
grass was not always efficient enough. 
Even on the higher nitrogen treatment there was no 
effect upon the health of the herd, or upon its calving 
rate. 
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RESISTANCE OF PLANTS TO THE PEA APHID ACYRTHOSIPHON 
PISUM HARRIS (HOM., APHIDIDAE) 
Fecundity on different pea varieties 
MARTTI MARKKULA and KAISA ROUKKA 
Agricultural Research Centre, Department of Pest Investigation 
Tikkurila, Finland 
Received August 10, 1970 
The first observations on the resistance of pea 
plants to pea aphid Acyrthosiphon pisum Harris 
were published as early as the 1920's (RussEL 
and MORRISON 1924). According to SEARLS 
(1932, 1935), the pea aphid prefers varieties 
with deep-green foliage, although the studies of 
CARTIER (1963) demonstrated that migrants and 
colonies were most numerous on a variety with 
yellowish-green foliage and sparsest on a variety 
with deep-green foliage. HARRINGTON (1941) 
stated that in trials carried out under controlled 
greenhouse conditions to investigate the fecund-
ity of aphids, the variety Perfection was found 
to be susceptible and the variety Pride quite 
resistant. According to field investigations car-
ried out over a period of 13 years (MALTAis and 
AUCLAIR 1957), the varieties Perfection, Daisy 
and Lincoln are susceptible, but Laurier, Cham-
pion of England and Melting Sugar, resistant. 
These and other varieties (e.g. Onward), men-
tioned as resistant, are generally only slightly 
more resistant than other varieties. 
The purpose of the present study was to 
clarify to what extent fecundity of the pea aphid 
varies on different pea varieties and Iines grown 
commercially and experimentally in Finland and 
to discover whether any differences exist in 
fecundity of the various biotypes of the pea aphid. 
Material and methods 
Varieties for the tests were chosen on the 
basis of preliminary tests and foreign studies. 
Fecundity of aphids was expected to be more 
abundant or below ayerage in the varieties 
chosen. Some native varieties, generally cultiv-
ated, were included in the tests, also. A total 
of sixteen varieties were tested following earlier 
methods (see MARKKULA and ROUKKA 1970) 
with the wingless virginoparous females of 
biotypes 1 a, 1 b and 16. 
Since ali sixteen varieties tested appeared to 
be susceptible to the biotype 1 a, the fecundity 
of this biotype was studied on as many varieties 
as possible. A total of 103 pea varieties and Iines 
were tested. These varieties were: 
Artturi, Bello, Beta, Bismarck, Blaues Wunder, 
Canner's Perfection, Champion of England, Concordia, 
Continental, Daisy, Delikatess, Dippes Maj, Dvärg Sabel, 
Early Onward, English Sword, Folger, Freezer 37, 
Glaenö, Hallorengold, Hamund, Heinrich, Herkules, 
Hohenheimer, Hykkilä, Jo 449, — 490, — 780, — 2488, 
— 3273, — 3745, — 3955, — 4727, — 6580, — 6601, 
6608, —6638, —6691, —6707, —6714, —6728, 
7247, — 7277, — 7636, Juwel, Kalle, Kelwedon 
Monarch, Kelwedon Triumph, Kelwedon Wonder, Koi-
vikko, Kungs, Lancet, Laurier 2, Lincoln, Marma, 
Melting Sugar, Mignon Mark, Minerva, Moskovskaja, 
Nola, Norrlands Express, Onward, Parel, Paula, 
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Fig. 1. The fecundity of the biotypes 1 a, 1 b and 16 in insectary tests. The height of the columns 
indicates the average number of descendants on different pea varieties. Marks under the columns show 
highly significant differences between the varieties. 
Peluschke, Perfection, Perfection Freezer, Pena, Pheno-
men, Pollux, Pride, Pushkinski USSR, Rannij Zeljonyi 
USSR, Reform, Riitto, Rival 47, Rondo, Rustica, Servo, 
Signal, Sigyn, Sprinter, Stens, Strål, Suomi, Tidig Låg 
0E, Tidig Maj 0E, Tidig Vit Låg Hg, Torsdag II, 
Torsdag III, U 3521 Sv., — 5921 —, Valör, Vesta, 
Victory Freezer, Violetta, Weib. 726, —740, Weitor, 
Witham Wonder, Wonderful, Zelka, Zenit. 
Seeds were sown on peat in pots known as 
'Multipot'. The seedlings were about 5 cm high 
when the newly-matured aphids were trans-
ferred to them in PVC rearing cages (see 
MARKKULA and RAUTAPÄÄ 1963), one aphid to 
each cage. The test period was ten days. Almost 
without exception, there were nine plants of 
each variety and 20-30 varieties or Iines in 
each test. The tests were repeated with the same 
varieties and Iines several times. 
In summer 1964 the number of aphids in the 
experimental field were also counted, where 29 
pea varieties and the broad bean Hangdown 
were growing. Five checks were made for each 
variety and the size of the areas checked was 
0.5 x 2 metres. 
Results 
Ali sixteen varieties studied proved to he 
resistant to biotypes 1 b and 16, but there were 
statistically significant differences between the 
varieties regarding the fecundity of aphids 
(Fig. 1). Biotype 1 b produced only a few 
descendants on Onward, Reform and Perfection 
Freezer and biotype 16 did not reproduce on 
these varieties at ali. Biotypes 1 b and 16 repro-
duced in the same ratio to one another on the 
other varieties. The number of descendants of 
biotype 16 was on ali varieties numerically 
smaller than that of biotype 1 b. 
Biotype 1 a reproduced abundantly (76-108 
descendants per female) on ali varieties, thus 
deviating distinctly from the other two biotypes. 
There were no significant differences in the 
reproduction rate of biotype 1 a on different 
pea varieties. 
Biotype 1 a, which was chosen for the addi-
tional tests, reproduced abundantly on ali 103 
varieties and Iines, even though there were quite 
large differences in the various tests. Perfection 
Freezer and Onward deviated most distinctly 
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from other varieties. These varieties were in-
cluded in ten tests at the same time and the 
reproduction rate of biotype 1 a was smaller on 
Onward than on Perfection Freezer in eight 
tests. The average number of descendants pro-
duced during ten days was 14.9 on Onward 
and 23.3 on Perfection Freezer. This difference 
is numerically very great, but it is not statistic-
ally significant. No pea varieties resistant to 
biotype 1 a were discovered in these tests, 
and it seems obvious that it is very difficult, if 
not impossible, to fin.d varieties resistant to 
biotype 1 a. 
In the experimental field aphids were most 
abundant on varieties Torsdag III, Jo 3955, 
Kalle, Riitto and Paula (Table 1). There were 
more than 100 nymphs per check on these 
varieties. On Reform and Canner's Perfection 
the number of nymphs remained below 20. The 
abundance of aphids was smallest on broad 
bean, only one virginoparous female and two 
or three nymphs per check. The variety Reform, 
which was stated to be very resistant to biotypes 
1 b and 16 in insectary tests, seemed to be 
resistant in the field, too. Onward, on the other 
hand, rated in the middle of the varieties as 
regards the number of descendants, 80 aphids 
per check. Canner's Perfection did not belong 
to the most resistant varietes in the insecrary 
tests (Figure 1). 
Discussion 
The factors leading to differences in the 
resistance of plants to aphids are inadequately 
known. It is impossible to distinguish plants 
resistant to the pea aphid on the basis of mor-
phological characteristies (PACKARD 1941). The 
chemical composition of the variety is decisive. 
Susceptible varieties of pea represent plant 
material of superior nutritional value, at least 
as far as nitrogenous matter is concemed (e.g. 
AUCLAIR 1958). The varieties susceptible to the 
pea aphid gen,erally contained a higher concen-
tration of free and total amino acids than the 
resistant ones (AUCLAIR et al. 1957). According 
Table 1. The number of pea aphids in the experimental 
field on July 14, 1964. Sowing time May 22, 1964. At 
the time of research, plants were at the beginning of the 
flowering period 
Variety 
Number of aphids per check 
Adults Nymphs 
Torsdag III 	  12.8 128.0 
Jo 3955  16.0 126.8- 
Kalle 	  8.6 123.2 
Riitto  13.0 120.6 
Paula 	  15.8 106.2 
Violetta  13.0 97.6 
Glaenö 	  12.6 87.4 
Bismarck  14.4 79.2 
U 321 Sv. 	  10.4 74.6 
Torsdag II  12.2 73.0 
Heinrich 	  10.3 72.0 
Signal  14.4 70.6 
Onward 	  9.6 70.6 
Vesta  12.0 70.4 
Dippes Maj 	  16.8 69.8 
Dvärg Sabel  18.6 69.4 
Koivikko 	  10.2 67.4 
Witham Wonder 	 11.6 65.4 
English Sword  10.2 64.0 
Delikatess 	  9.6 56.2 
Kelwedon Wonder 	 11.2 47.2 
Weitor 	  12.2 43.8 
Folger  7.8 41.8 
Weib. 726 	  4.2 35.0- 
Phenomen  9.6 29.0 
Lincoln 	  3.8 27.8 
Canner's Perfection 	 2.6 13.6 
Reform 	  3.8 10.2 
Vicia faba (Hangdown) 1.0 2.6 
P < 0.05 
to AUCLAIR (1963) asparagine, glutamine and 
homoserine are the factors determining the 
resistance of pea varieties. BANKS (1965) states 
that the fecundity of _Aphis fabae Scop. seems to 
depend primarily on the quality of the nutrients 
it gets from its hosts. 
The biotypes of pea aphid behaved in very 
different ways to the same variety and thus to 
the same food, too. E.g. Onward, Perfection 
Freezer and Reform were highly resistant to the 
biotypes 1 b and 16, whereas biotype 1 a repro-
deced abundantly on these varieties. It would be 
very important to study why the biotypes 
diverge so greatly in their reactions to the same 
variety of pea. Investigations of this kind would 
be useful in solving the problem of the resistance 
of plants to aphids. 
The broad bean is considered the common 
host plant of pea aphid (e.g. MULLER 1962, 
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MEIER 1964). However, in the field only a few 
specimens of pea aphid were observed on broad 
bean. As this plant is very rarely grown in 
Finland, the pea aphid is obviously not able to 
choose the broad bean as its host plant. 
The number of aphids on pea varieties in the 
experimental field does not completely corre-
spond to the results in insectary tests. The 
height of plants may be one factor influencing 
aphids finding their way to plants, since fewer 
were found on the short varieties of pea. 
Summary 
In the present study the fecun.dity of the pea 
aphid Afyrthosiphon pisum' Harris on 103 pea 
varieties and Iines was investigated. Aphids 
belonged to three biotypes, originating from 
red clover: 1 a, 1 b and 16. 
Ali sixteen varieties investigated at first proved 
to be susceptible to the biotype 1 a. The fecund-
ity of aphids was abundant on these varieties. 
Ali the varieties were fairly or highly resistant 
to the biotypes 1 b and 16. Biotype 1 b produced 
only a few descendants on Onward, Reform and 
Perfection Freezer, but biotype 16 did not 
reproduce on these verieties. 
The attitude of biotype 1 a to 103 pea varieties 
and Iines was studied. Not a single one of the 
varieties proved resistant, although the fecundity 
of the biotype varied numerically on different 
varieties. The number of descendants was 
generally the greatest on Perfection Freezer and 
the smallest on Onward, but the differences 
were not statistically significant. 
In the field, the number of aphids was smallest 
on the pea varieties Reform and Canner's Perfec-
tion, but still smaller on the broad bean. 
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Kasvien kestävyys hernekirvaa vastaan 
III. Hernekirvan lisääntyminen eri hernelajikkeissa 
MARTTI MARKKULA ja KAISA ROUKKA 
Maatalouden tutkimuskeskus, Tuhoeläintutkimuslaitos, Tikkurila 
Tutkimuksessa pyrittiin selvittämään, onko meillä vil-
jeltävien tai parhaillaan koeviljelyksessä olevien herne-
lajikkeiden joukossa sellaisia, jotka olisivat resistenttejä 
hernekirvaa vastaan. Kirvat kuuluivat kolmeen biotyyp-
piin (biologiseen rotuun): 1 a, 1 b ja 16. 
Ensiksi selvitettiin näiden biotyyppien suhtautumista 
16 lajikkeeseen. Kaikki lajikkeet osoittautuivat alttiiksi 
biotyypille 1 a. Kirvojen lisääntyminen oli niissä herne-
kirvalle normaalia. Biotyyppejä 1 b ja 16 vastaan olivat 
kaikki lajikkeet melko tai erittäin resistenttejä. Biotyypin 
16 jälkeläismäärä oli kaikissa lajikkeissa pienempi kuin 
biotyypin 1 b. Kaikkien resistenteimmiksi osoittautuivat 
lajikkeet Onward, Reform ja Perfection Freezer. Niissä 
biotyyppi 1 b synnytti vain muutamia jälkeläisiä, mutta 
biotyyppi 16 ei lisääntynyt niissä lainkaan. 
Jatkokokeissa selvitettiin biotyypin 1 a suhtautumista 
103 meillä viljeltyyn ja koeviljelyksessä olevaan lajikkee-
seen ja linjaan. Kirvat lisääntyivät kaikissa lajikkeissa 
runsaasti, joskin eri kokeissa ilmeni lajikkeiden välillä 
melkoisia eroja. Lisääntyminen oli yleensä vähäisintä 
Kanadassa resistentiksi todetussa Onwardissa ja runsainta 
Perfectionissa. Kirvojen lisääntymisessä ei kuitenkaan 
ollut näiden äärilajikkeiden välillä tilastollisesti merkitse-
viä eroja. Tutkimuksessa ei siis löydetty biotyyppiä 1 a 
vastaan resistenttejä lajikkeita, ja näyttää ilmeiseltä, että 
sellaisten löytäminen on perin vaikeaa, ellei mahdotonta. 
Kentällä suoritetussa laskennassa oli 29 hernelajikkeessa 
vähiten kirvoja Reformissa ja Canner's Perfectionissa. 
Vielä vähemmän niitä oli härkäpavussa, joka aikaisempien 
tutkimusten mukaan on hernekirvan yleisravintokasvi. 
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The present survey, like previous ones (e.g 
MARKKULA 1970), is based chiefly on replies 
to inquiries sent to the advisers of agricultural 
associations. Inquiries were sent to 217 advisers 
and the replies received were as follows: 
Replies 0/0 Communes % 
Spring inquiry 	 194 89 223 51 
First summer inquiry 	 191 88 215 49 
Second summer inquiry . . 	 189 87 204 46 
Autumn inquiry 	 180 83 204 46 
A general estimate of the abundance of pests 
ovet the whole growing season was given by 
148 advisers from 148 communes. A five-value 
scale was used for this purpose (MARKKULA 
1969). In 1970 the country was divided into 
440 communes, 28 small country towns and 
50 cities. 
Percentual estimates of the damages caused 
by 	 pomonella were given by 101 advisers, 
Argyresthia conjugella by 119 advisers and C:ydia 
nigricana by 85 advisers. 
The growing season was warmer than normal 
and vety dry up to the beginning of July. 
Afterwards, temperature was normal or colder 
than normal. Precipitation was greater than 
normal in July, but August was dryer than 
normal. 
Results and discussion 
According to the replies, average abundance 
of pests was 2.3, or somewhat greater than 
during the previous year (2.1). Ovet the six-year 
period 1964-1969, the abundance figure aver-
aged 2.6. 
Only seven pest species or groups of species 
caused damage equal to or greater than during 
the period 1964-1969. These were Phyllotreta 
vittula, Brevicoune brassicae, Microtus agrestis 
Arvicola terrestris, mites on strawberry, aphids 
on Ribes species and Anthonomus rubi (Table 1). 
Brevicoryne brassicae last occurred in great 
numbers between 1950-1952. There are only a 
few notes from the years following this period. 
In the year under review, surprisingly, the 
cabbage aphid emerged on many communes in 
South and Middle Finland. It was necessary to 
use insecticides in some areas. 
Microtus agrestis occurred abundantly, although 
incidence was not as high as during its peak 
years. Voles occurred very numerously during 
the late summer and autumn in North Finland. 
Arvicola terrestris, especially, was more abun-
dant there than it had been within living 
memory and it carried carrots and potatoes to 
its stores. 
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Table 1. Results of questionnaires. Severity of damages reported, using a scale 0-10. The frequency of damage show 
the percentages of cultivations in which damage was found in the observation arca 
Taulukko 1. Tuhoeläintiedustelujen tulokset. Tuhojen ankaruus ilmoitettiin käyttämällä asteikkoa 0-10. Tuhojen yleisyysluku 
ilmoittaa, kuinka monessa prosentissa vilje(yksistä tuhoa esiintyi 





Severity of damage 
Tuhojen ankarana 
Frequeney of damage 
Tuhoja: yleisyys 
1970 	1 	1964-69 1970 1964-69 
Phyllotreta vittula (Redtb.) etc. 	  147 1.5 0.9 26 19 
Oscinella frit (L.) 	  117 1.1 1.4 11 18 
Macrosiphum avenae (F.) 	  102 1.0 1.8 14 29 
Elateridae 	  100 0.9 1.3 9 19 
Rhopalosiphum padi (L.) 	  127 0.9 1.2 10 17 
FORAGE PLANTS - NURMIKASVIT 
Amaurosoma spp. 	  140 1.6 2.0 27 37 
Apion spp. 	  92 0.9 1.3 15 20 
ROOT CROPS AND VEGETABLES - 
JUURI- JA VIHANNESKASVIT 
Hylemya brassicae (Bche) and H. Pralis (Fall.) 	 110 2.1 2.3 22 33 
Haiticinae, crucifers - ristikukkaiset 	  157 2.0 2.3 38 44 
Hylemya antiqua (Meig.) 	  124 1.8 2.3 16 28 
Pieris brassicae (L.) etc.  103 1.5 2.0 22 33 
Plutella maculipennis (Curt.) 	  108 1.5 1.9 19 24 
Trioa apicalis Först. 	  93 1.3 1.7 18 30 
Phaedon cochleariae (F.)  78 1.2 1.5 16 26 
Mamestra brassicae (L.) 	  60 1.0 1.6 16 25 
Psila rosae (F.) 	  68 0.9 1.1 7 15 
Brevicoryne brassicae (L.) 	  59 0.6 10 - 
TURN1P RAPE - RYPSI 
Meligethes aeneus (F.) 	  63 1.8 2.1 31 50 
SUGAR BEET - SOKERI JUURIKAS 
Lygus rugulipennis Popp. etc. 	  103 2.1 2.5 50 54 
Pegomya betae (Curt.) 	  122 1.8 2.2 43 54 
Chaetocnema concinna (Marsh.) 	  117 1.6 1.9 42 42 
Silpha apacaL. 	  88 1.4 1.7 29 40 
PEA - HERNE 
Cydia nigricana (F.) 	  87 1.9 2.1 32 36 
APPLE - OMENAPUU 
Argyresthia conjugella Zell. 	  122 2.3 3.5 32 46 
Cydia pomonella(L.) 	  102 2.2 2.5 38 40 
Aphis pomi Deg.  94 1.7 1.8 20 27 
Lepus europaeus Pallas and L. timidus L. 	  86 1.6 1.7 11 15 
Microtus agrestis (L.) 	  97 1.6 (1.1) 13 ( 6) 
Hyponomeula malinellus (Zell.) 	  73 1.4 1.8 20 26 
Panonychus nimi (Koch) 	  60 1.1 1.7 12 24 
Psylla mali (Schmidbg.)  60 1.0 1.1 8 19 
Arvicola terrestris (L.) 	  67 0.8 (0.5) 6 ( 4) 
Xyleborus dispar (F.)  46 0.1 0.7 1 6 
BERRIES - MARJAKASVIT 
Acarina, strawberry - mansikka 	  113 2.3 2.1 27 28 
Cecidophyopsis ribis (Wettw.) 	  138 2.2 2.3 32 33 
Aphididae, Ribes species - Ribes-lajit 	  112 2.1 2.0 23 30 
Anthonomus rubi (Hbst) 	  94 1.9 1.6 26 27 
Incurvaria capitella Cl.  106 1.8 2.1 20 27 
Nematus ribesii (Scop.) and Pristiphora pallipes Lep. 	 100 1.6 2.0 12 21 
Byturus urbanus (Lind.) 	  75 1.1 2.1 28 31 
Pachynematus pumilio Knw. 	  91 1.1 1.6 16 27 
Zophodia convolutella (Hbn.) ' 60 0.9 1.2 10 16 
PESTS ON SEVERAL PLANTS - USEIDEN 
KASVIEN TUHOLAISET 
Hydroecia micacea (Esp.) 	  72 0.9 1.4 15 24 
Deroceras a2reste (L.) etc.  68 0.8 1.6 11 28 
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The control of mites, Stenotarsonemus fragariae 
(Zimm.) and Tetranychus telarius (L.) have 
constituted a great problem in strawberry culti-
vations during recent years. The year under 
review was one of the periods when most serious 
damage occurred. The banning of sales and use 
of endosulfan by the Ministry of Agriculture 
has rendered the control of strawberry mite 
difficult. 
In 1969 larvae of Charaeas graminis L. were 
exceptionally abundant, mainly in the county 
of Oulu (MARKKULA 1970). The period of great 
abundance was restricted to one year only, since 
only one report on incidence of larvae of antler 
moth was received in the year under review. 
It was stated in the last survey, that the high 
population period of Hyponomeuta malinellus 
seemed to be dropping off (MARKKULA 1970). 
This proved to be true. The figure indicating 
severity of damage was 4.1 in 1969, but only 1.4 
in 1970. The year long high incidence of H. 
evonymellus (L.) terminated, too. 
According to the replies, received 15 per cent 
of apples were damaged by Cydia pomonella and 
14 per cent by Argyresthia cgjugella. The average 
figures for the years 1964-1969 are 19 per cent 
and 32 per cent, respectively. C:ydia nigricana 
caused damage to 10 per cent of pea pods (14 
per cent in the years 1964-1969). 
The abundance of five species was much lower 
than normal. These species were Macrosiphum 
avenae, Meligethes aeneus, Deroceras agreste, Byturus 
urbanus and Argyresthia conjugella. Heterodera 
rostochiensis Woll. was found in one new locality 
(Tammisaari). No information was received 
about pests new to Finland. 
Summary 
The average abundance of pests was lower than 
normal. The abundance figure was 2.3 in 1970 
and 2.6 in 1964-1969. Brevicoune brassicae 
occurred in surprising abundance in South and 
Middle Finland, after a pause of twenty years. 
Microtus agrestis and Arvicola terrestris had a 
period of great abundance. The high population 
period of _Hyponomeuta malinellus drew to a close. 
Cydia pomonella damage 15 per cent of apples and 
Argyresthia cot!jugella 14 per cent. C:ydia nigricana 
damaged 10 per cent of pea pods. 
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SELOSTUS 
Viljelykasvien tuhoeläimet 1970 
MARTTI MARKKULA 
Maatalouden tutkimuskeskus, Tuhoeläintutkimuslaitos, Tikkurila 
Tuholaisten runsaus oli tavanomaista vähäisempi. Kes-
kimääräinen runsausluku oli kertomusvuotena 2.3 ja vuo-
sina 1964-1969 2.6. Peltomyyrällä ja vesimyyrällä oli 
runsaan esiintymisen vaihe. Parinkymmenen vuoden 
näkymättömissä olon jälkeen kaalikirva oli yleinen  
kaali- ja lanttuviljelyksillä Etelä- ja Keski-Suomessa 
Omenankehrääjäkoin nelisen vuotta kestänyt tuhokaus 
päättyi. 
Yksityiskohtainen katsaus on julkaistu Koetoiminta ja 
Käytäntö -lehdessä n:o 1/1971. 
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